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RÉSUMÉ 
Le secteur de la construction est un des plus importants secteurs économiques en 
Chine. Cependant, la plupart des projets de construction présentent des problèmes de 
dépassement de coûts est ce phénomène peut affecter le développement de cette industrie 
de la construction en Chine mais aussi dans de nombreux autres pays à travers le monde. 
Cette recherche fournit un cadre analytique détaillé des facteurs de dépassement de coûts et 
le principal objectif est, dans un premier temps, d'identifier les facteurs de dépassement de 
coûts dans les projets de construction en Chine, puis, de voir à ordonner l'importance 
relative de ces différents facteurs . 
Pour réaliser cette étude, une revue de la littérature sur le sujet des dépassements de 
coûts, couvrant périodiques, rapports d ' études ou livres, a été effectuée. De cet état de l' art, 
un total de 43 variables pouvant contribuer à des dépassements de coûts ont été 
identifiées. Ces variables ont été classées en onze facteurs prédominants qui sont à la base 
de la construction du questionnaire d'enquête utilisé dans cette étude. Le questionnaire, qui 
a été distribué en Chine, est principalement composé de trois sections: (1) information 
générale sur le projet, (2) des informations sur le répondant (3) les 43 causes possibles de 
dépassement de coûts dans les projets de construction. 
Selon l' analyse des données qui en a été faite (en utilisant les logiciels SPSS et 
EXCEL), la prévalence des dépassements de coûts dans les projets de construction en 
Chine a été confirmée et les dépassements de coûts semblent s'expliquer par les facteurs 
suivants: l'environnement externe, la gestion et les compétences technologiques, les 
changements dans les projets, les retards, le processus de conception; les contraintes 
financières et les coûts des matériaux. Si les données sur lesquelles ces conclusions sont 
basées restent spécifiques aux projets de construction en Chine, on peut néanmoins 
conclure que les principaux facteurs trouvés dans cette étude viennent confirmer ceux 
obtenus dans la revue de littérature, bien que l'ordre d'importance ne puisse être comparé 
car cette donnée n'est pas présente dans toutes les études empiriques issues de la revue de 
1 i ttérature. 
Finalement, cette étude a permis de valider et de ranger les principaux facteurs de 
dépassement de coût dans les projets de construction en Chine et les conclusions pourraient 
par ai lIeurs fournir des indications intéressantes pour la réduction des dépassements de 
coûts dans l'industrie de la construction de la Chine. 
Mots clés: dépassement de coûts, industrie de la construction, Chine, projet de 
construction. 
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A BSTRACT 
The construction industry can be considered as one of the most impoliant industries 
in China. Admittedly, most construction projects in China exposed cost overrun problems. 
This phenomenon may affect the progress of construction industry in China as weil as 
many other countries in the world. 
This research provides a detailed analytical framework of the co st overrun factors to 
overcome uncertainties and shortcomings of current practices. The primary objective of the 
thesis was to identify the factors that caused the construction cost overruns in China, and 
which factor(s) had the greatest impact. 
In order to achieve the study objective, the researcher carried out a literature review 
on the subject of cost oven'uns, covering periodicals, reports , research studies and books. 
Through the previous studies in the li terature , a total of 43 variables contributing to the 
construction co st overruns were identified. These 43 variables were classified into eleven 
predominate factors. Most related researches were revised , which included the study of 
these factors in different countries and in different time periods. 
Through the lens of a detailed literature study, the researcher was able to build a 
survey questionnaire. The questionnaire, which was distributed in China, mainly consisted 
of three sections: (1) the general information about the project, (2) information about the 
respondent, (3) the 43 causes associated with co st overrun in construction projects. 
The majority of respondents were people who work in China's construction industry. 
According to a specific analysis of data (using SPSS and EXCEL), the results of the study 
confirmed the prevalence of cost overruns in construction projects in China and indicated 
that cost overruns are due to eight predominant factors: External environment, Management 
and technology skills, Project change, Delays, Design, Financial constraints, Materials, and 
Cost escalation in China's construction projects. Furthermore, using the comparison of 
average severity indices presented that "Design", "project change"and "Management and 
technology skills" are ranking as the top three factors respectively, among these eight 
principle factors. The study also concluded, after comparing with the empirical results of 
the literature review, that the important factors affecting the cost overrun in China were 
similar to the ones affecting the worldwide industry. 
Key words: cost oven"uns, construction industry , factor, China, cost, project, affect. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION GÉNÉRALE 
La gestion des délais et des coüts est une préoccupation majeure dans les projets. 
Néanmoins, les dépassements de coûts sont particulièrement fréquents dans les projets 
d' infrastructure, de construction ou de technologie. Une étude publiée dans le Journal of 
the American Planning Association en 2002 a montré que neuf projets de construction sur 
dix affichaient des dépassements de coüts et que des dépassements de 50 % des coüts 
étaient communs. Ces problèmes de sous-estimation des coüts avaient été observés dans 
plus de 20 pays sur cinq continents et ces problèmes n'avaient pas décru depuis 70 ans. 
Ainsi, beaucoup de projets de construction vivent des dépassements de coüts importants, et 
à titre d 'exemple, rappelons que le canal de Suez a coüté 20 fois le prix estimé; celui de 
l'opéra de Sydney, 15 fois les coüts estimés; le tunnel sous la Manche a COlmu des 
dépassements de 80 % alors que le tunnel de Boston (Big Dig) a coüté 275 % de plus que 
prévu. 
La littérature scientifique s ' est bien évidemment préoccupée de ce problème et les 
causes avancées de ces dépassements sont multiples et parfois contextualisées. Trois grands 
types d'explications sont souvent évoqués pour les dépassements de coüts: des raisons dites 
techniques (forecasting, l'insuffisance des dOlmées, etc.), des raisons de type psychologique 
(biais d'optimisme, etc), et finalement, des raisons d ' ordre politico-économique. 
La présente recherche s' inscrit dans ce courant et consiste à s' intéresser aux variables 
qui ont un effet sur le dépassement des coüts dans les projets de construction ou de génie 
civil , sur leur importance relative et voire, au travers d' une analyse factorielle , à essayer de 
dégager les facteurs déterminants dans ces dépassements de coûts. 
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La Chine a été choisie comme terrain d'étude et ce choix se justifie très naturellement 
par le développement incroyab le de ce pays. En effet, la Chine est aujourd'hui le plus 
grand chantier de construction du monde. Selon le Bureau national de statistiques de Chine, 
la Chine dépense annuellement $ 375 billions en construction, ce qui représente à peu prés 
16 % de la production domestique du pays. En 2007, le nombre d ' entreprises de 
construction en Chine a augmenté de 35 % et le nombre d 'employés dans le domaine de la 
construction de 48 %. Une étude menée par Betts et al. (20 10) assure que le développement 
de la construction en Chine sera phénoménal et que ce marché va représenter au moins 
$ 2.5 trillions en 2020 . 
Cette recherche veut par conséquent répondre aux questions spécifiques sui vantes: 
• Quels sont les facteurs qui affectent les dépassements de coûts dans les projets de 
construction en Chine? 
• Quels sont les facteurs les plus importants de dépassement des coûts dans les projets 
de construction en Chine? 
Pour répondre à ces questions, cette étude va suivre la démarche qui suit: 
• Réali ser une revue de la littérature concernant les fac teurs de dépassement de coûts 
dans les projets de construction, de génie civil. 
• Construire un questionnaire sur Surveymonkey © en anglais et en mandarin. 
• Pré-tester le questionnaire auprès de quelques spécialistes en projets de construction 
au Québec. 
• Envoyer le questionnaire puis finalement procéder à l'analyse des données. 
CHAPTER 2 
INTRODUCTION 
2.1 O VERV I EW OF GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION I NDUSTRY 
As we know, the construction industry is an important segment of the overall state 
economy. It always played a powerful role in sustaining economic growth and in helping 
national recoveries. According to Bhimaraya (2007), construction industry may reach up 5 % 
to 7 % of the GDP of many developed and developing countries. Chitkara (1998) reported 
construction industry makes a disproportionately large contribution to GDP, it usually 
accounts for 6 % to 9 % of the Gross Domestic Product in many countries. Meanwhile, the 
world construction industry is also a potential employment generator, as it pro vides work to 
almost 7 % of the employed people in the whole world (Economy Watch, 2010). It has 
already become an economic indicator (Gould, 2002) and a major purchaser of 
manufactured products, coming from manufacturing, agriculture, or service sectors. 
Scm'cely imaginable, if one country lacks the construction industry, a tremendous blow will 
indeed happen on the national economy. 
One forecasts report from Betts and Farrell (2009) indicated the most dynamic 
growth for construction in emerging markets (such as India, China, Asia Pacific, South and 
Central America, Midd le East and Africa and parts of East Europe) would more than double 
in size over the next decade. They wi ll grow by an estimated 110 % to become a $ 7 trillion 
market, and represent a massive 17.2 % of GDP in 2020. In contrast, developed countries 
will only have a growth of 35 %, from a $ 4.2 trillion market today to an estimated $ 5.7 
trillion. 
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Meanwhile, one investi gation also by Betts and Farre ll (2009) said developed 
countries occupied an estimated 65 % of global construction in 2005, but it is expected to 
drop to 45 % by 2020, while emerging markets will be accounting fo r an estimated 55 %. 
Among these emerging markets, a strongest growth will come fro m Asia Pacific, within an 
estimated growth of 125 % over the next decade, of which China and lndia will be 
considered as with the highest growth rates in construction markets. 
Within the construction developing, the construction industry's problems seem to be 
the same around the world. A survey (Rasli & Mohd, 2008) reveals that about 33 % of 
architectural/engineering projects mi ssed cost target. Another case stud y (Ras li & Mohd, 
2008) indicated that costs increased by 9.2 % on average fo r fo ur environmental and 
engineering projects, similar with one report also said that the median cost increase fo r 
design projects is at about 10 %. These statistics ail revealed that construction projects face 
major problems in achiev ing budget tat'gets (Chang, 1997). 
2.2 CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN CHINA 
The long history of China creates a splendid ancient culture. The ancient building is 
the most important part. In old China, there were many architectural masterpieces, which 
contained palaces, tombs, temples, gardens, and houses, etc. For example: The Great wall, 
which is considered as a miracle of the world's architectural history; Forbidden City, the 
world's largest ancient palace; Suzhou traditional garden, the representative of the typical 
Chinese garden. Ail of above were already accessed to the "World Heritage List" . These 
ingenious and magnificent architectures have a strong influence in China's contemporary 
construction industry. 
The modern China already has been the third largest economy in the world, and it 
accounts fo r 7.5 % of the world 's total economic activity. It was on track to overtake Japan 
in 20 10 and the U.S. as soon as 2020 (Betts & Farrell , 2009) . With the rapid deve lopment 
of China's economy, the population and people's incorne level is ri sing as we il as the 
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demand of various building. Thereby, the construction industry in China is booming. By the 
end of 2010, China has been constructing numerous of ambitious projects, such as the 
CCTV headquarters, the Olympic facilities and other enormous construction projects. Al! of 
these were worldwide large-scale construction projects. 
Today, the whole of China could be described as one large construction site in the 
world (Ahmad and Yan, 1996) and this situation will last for many years. According to an 
investigation, China spends approximately $ 375 billion on construction each year, nearly 
16 % of its Growth Domestic Product (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2008). In the 
earl y 2002, the China's construction market became the third largest in the world, with a 
total construction value of $ 404 billion dollars (Huang & Bai, 2010). By the end of 2007, 
the number of construction firms in China increased by 35.26 % and the number of workers 
employed by Chinese construction firms was increased by 48.47 % (National Bureau of 
Statistics of China, 2008). One survey (Betts et a l. , 2010) carried out that as the growth in 
construction in China will be phenomenal, China will become the world's leading 
construction market by 2018 and its construction market will be worth almost $ 2.5 trillion 
by 2020, representing a startling 19.1 % of global construction output at 2008 prices and 
ex change rates. 
The government of China is very concerned about the construction of social 
infrastructure. Thus, in the year 2001 to 2010, China has heavily focused on building roads, 
rail systems, bridges, ports and airports. Non-residential buildings and infrastructure will 
remain the most significant sector. 
Even though China made a huge progress in her national economy and construction 
industry in the recent years, construction is still is a very competitive and risky sector as it 
must face many problems, such as lack of cooperation, ineffective communication, 
inadequate regulation framework and construction cost control system, lim ited construction 
equipment and technologies, and poor project management perfo rmance. These types of 
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problems are the most likely to result in cost overrun problem (Moore & Birkenshaw, 1998). 
Admittedly, they have been many cost overrun issues in China's construction proj ects. 
2.3 COST OV ERRUNS OF PROJECTS 
The cost overruns were a worldwide problem, and they happen mostly in the 
construction industry. Tt appeared to really create a signifi cant project risk for the project 
contractors and owners. 
One of the most comprehensive studies (Hackney, 1997) of cost overruns revealed 
that 9 times out of 10, projects are victim of overrun fro m 50 to 100 %. Cost overruns were 
found in 20 countries andfive continents covered by the study, and overrun had been 
constant during the 70 years fo r which data were available (Flyvbj erg et aL, 2003). 
In the hi story, when the Suez Canal was completed in 1869, actual constructions costs 
were twenty times higher to the first estimated costs and Huee times higher than the cost 
estimated one year after the constructi on began (Creedy, 2006) . 
The Panama Canal, which was completed in 19 14, had cost escalations in the range 
of 70 % to 200 % (summer, 1967). The famous Sydney Opera House of Australia, with 
actual costs of approximately 15 times greater than the initial co st estimation (Flyvbj erg et 
al. , 2003). 
More recently, the 800 million Danish Kroner Oresund rail/road bridge between 
Copenhagen and Sweden that was 68 % overspent (Flyvbj erg et al. , 2003). Pickrell (1990) 
stated fo r the US Department of Transportation covering US rail transit proj ects with a 
value of f 15 .5 billion. The total capital cost overruns for eight of the projects were 
calculated to be 61 % ranging fro m 2 10 to 106 %. Another study carried out by Fouracre et 
al. (1990) fo r the UK Transport and Road Research Laboratory covered 21 metro systems 
in developing countries. The results showed six metros had cost overruns above 50 %. 
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Angelo and Reina (2002) pointed out tbat cost overrun was a major problem in both 
developing and developed countries. The trend is more severe in developing countries 
where these overruns sometimes exceeds 100 % of the anticipated co st of the project. 
In sum, the large construction cost overruns in the construction projects are common 
and exist across lots of project types, different continents and diffe rent historical periods. 
Obviously, it appears to be a global phenomenon. 
2.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The performance of construction industry projects has been weIl researched. In recent 
years, significant research advancements have identified the typical indicators for 
construction project performances as cost, time and quality (Morris & Hough, 1991 ; 
Frimponga et al., 2003). Co st is one of the main performance indicators for construction 
projects. 
A long time ago, many scholars have begun to focus on research of cost in 
construction projects. Merrow et al. (1988) studied 47 "megaprojects" in the construction 
environment and found that only four were on budget with average cost overruns of 88%. 
International Program in the Management of Engineering and Construction (IMEC) 
completed a research about the performance of construction projects in 2000. It revealed 
that 18% of 60 large engineering and construction projects, with an average capital value of 
$ 1 billion undertaken between 1980 and 2000, incurred extensive cost overruns. 
The poor performance of cost control in construction industry projects prompted 
researchers to investigate and identify the factors that cause cost overruns. Tbe causes of 
co st overruns in construction projects are varied , some are not only hard to predict but also 
difficult to manage (Morri s & Hough, 1991). Since the 1980s, various studies have been 
investigating the causes of co st overruns in construction industry of many countries . Most 
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of these studies on construction proj ects analyze the factor of cost overruns from different 
point of views, from owners, contractors, architects, consultants and clients (F lyvbjerg et al. , 
2003 ; Merrow et al. , 1988 ; A meh et al. , 2010). The factors mentioned in the researches 
usually do not stand alone, and the ultimate cost overruns can be a result of multiple factors 
contributing to the final cause for cost overruns. Few studies focused on analyzing the 
causes of co st overruns from the view of diffe rent types of construction projects, and 
identifying the most important or lowest cause of cost overruns in construction projects. 
The problems of cost overruns in construction industry proj ects seem ta be the same 
a1l over the world . With the massive development of construction industry in China, it 
ultimately cannot avoid the occurrence of co st overruns in various construction projects and 
the causes of co st overrun have been rarely studied. 
2.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The co st of a construction project is affected by many factors since the construction 
sector is a multidisciplinary work involving many parties, such as owners, various 
professionals, contractors and suppliers in the project. Some external factors can also affect 
the whole project, and make the cost of project overrun. 
Thi s research attempts to answer following questions: 
• What are the factors that affect the cost overruns of construction projects in China? 
• Which factor(s) had the greatest impact on cost overruns of construction projects 
in China? 
2.6 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to understand and describe the status of construction 
industry in China and address the construction proj ect 's cost oven·uns problems. Thi s 
research wi ll seek te identify the factors that influence constructi on cost ovenuns in China 
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and classify, rank these factors through surveys and statistical methods. We want to identify 
the most critical factor affecting co st overruns in construction projects of China. 
1 would like to discover useful information to help managers of construction projects 
reduce their cost overruns and give them a new perspective to think about the cost overruns 
in their ongoing projects. 
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3.1 I NTRO DUCTION 
CHAPTER3 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter presents a review of relevant literatures that give a previous study of cost 
oven'uns in the global construction industry. Many researchers in their report defined the 
cost overruns in diverse pattern, they observed the cost overruns through a variety of 
construction projects and specifically, the y revealed the most affecting factors which 
plagued the construction cost overruns. 
3.2 D EFINITION OF COST OVERRUNS 
Brief1y speaking, cost overrun is equaJ to the actual costs minus the estimated cost. In 
the business dictionary, it is defined like that "Amount by which the actual cost exceeds the 
budgeted, original, or target cost". Cost overrun sometimes also known as a "co st increase" 
or "budget overrun" (Wikipedia, 20 1la) , is an unexpected cost incurred in excess of a 
budgeted amount due to an under-estimation of the actual cost during budgeting. There are 
many multifarious conceptions to interpret by various researchers because it occurs 
frequently in the projects. 
Co st overruns can be referred to "co st growth" and can be defined as the difference 
between the original cost and the actual cost wh en the project is completed or simply 
defined as the final co st of the project exceeding the original estimates (Avots, 1983 ; 
Choudhury, 2004). 
By other studies, cost overrun means an example in which the supply for contract 
goods or alleged services need more financial resources than had originally agreed between 
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the sponsor and a recent project contractor (Project Management Institute, 2010). Kaliba et 
al. (2009) showed co st overruns refer to the increase in the amount of money required to 
construct a project apart from the ori ginal budgeted amount. Bordat et al. (2004) explained 
the total amount of cost overrun was calculated by the difference between the final contract 
cost and the bid amount. 
Civil and Enviro nmental Engineering (2004) states that co st oven"uns can be defined 
as the result of changes in unit prices, labor productivity or the amount of material used in 
the construction. Kwanchai (2005) defi ned cost overrun refers to " the ex cess of the fo reign 
exchange and/or local currency expendi tures incurred or expected to be incurred by the 
borrower above the project cost estimates as originally approved by the board". 
Flyvbj erg (2005) carried out that cost overrun, also sometimes called "cost increase" 
or "cost escalation" is measured according to an international convention as actual out-turn 
costs minus estimated costs in percent of estimated costs. Actual costs are defined as real, 
accounted construction costs determined when proj ect completion. Estimated costs are 
defined as budgeted, or forecasted, construction costs at the time of deci sion to build. 
Furthermore, the cost oven"un rate is a more relevant conception with the cost overrun. 
It is the percent di fference in cost (Jahren & Ashe, 1990). Jackson (1 990) revealed cost 
overrun rate as the change in a contract amount divided by the original contract award 
amount. Thi s caJculation can be converted to a percentage fo r ease of compari son. Bordat et 
al. (2004) gives a simple calculation formula for it as fo llowing: Cost Overrun Rate = Cost 
Overrun / Original Amount. 
3.3 B AC KGRO UN D OF COST OVERRUNS A RO UN D TH E WORLD 
The history of the construction industry is full of proj ects that were completed with 
significant cost overruns (Ameh et al. , 20 l 0). Not only on the web sides, there are also 
many in the actuaJ projects around us. We will here describe the background of the project 
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cost overruns around the world and in different periods. 
A classic example of cost overruns in the field of the high-technology project 
(Kharbanda et al., 1987) is given to us as we examine the history of the development and 
construction of Concorde. Table 1 illustrates the way in which the estimated total co st of 
the project grew, until it was nearly more than four times the original estimation as time 
passed. 
Table 1: A classical cost overrun example of Concorde (Kharbanda et al., 1987) 
SPENT 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
BRITAIN - THE CONCORDE OVERRUN 
Original estimate = 100 
CO ST OF REMAINING WORK 
150 
120 
140 
150 
120 
REVISED ESTIMATE 
250 
270 
340 
400 
420 
The history of the construction industry is full of projects that were completed with 
significant cost overruns (Ameh et al., 2010). Not only on the web sides, there are also 
many in the actual projects around us. We will here describe the background of the project 
cost overruns around the world and in different periods. 
A classic example of co st overruns in the field of the high-technology project 
(Kharbanda et al., 1987) is given to us as we examine the history of the development and 
construction of Concorde. Table 1 illustrates the way in which the estimated total cost of 
the project grew, until it was nearly more than four times the original estimation as time 
passed. 
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Table 2: Cost oven'un of CA/T project in Boston (Meng, 2006) 
Federal 
US market priee at Amount to US 
Federal government 
market priee in government investment 
that time 2002 investment through the 
state 
Year (hundred million) (hundred million) % % 
\983 23 37 85 85 
\985 26 39 85 69 
\987 32 45 85 69 
\989 44 58 85 69 
\99\ 52 64 85 69 
\992 64 77 85 65 
\993 77 90 85 54 
\995 78 87 85 52 
\996 \04 114 85 40 
1998 108 115 79 39 
2000(Mareh) 122 126 70 34 
2000(Apri l) \35 \39 63 3\ 
2000(Oetober) \41 145 61 30 
200 1 145 146 59 29 
2002 \46 146 58 29 
Until 2002, since the existence of highway projects in other states, the ratio of the 
Boston projects in which the Federal government invested decreased sharply from 69% to 
29%. When CA/T has fini shed in the year 2005, the total final cost almost arrived at $ 147 
hundred million (Kharbanda et al., 1987). This result is approximately 6 times hi gher th an 
the initial budget. It is obvious that the cost overruns problem associated to this project is 
due to the fact that the government could not control it better; even the inflation led to a 
worse result. 
In the year 2004, the who le world was focused on this very old nation, Greece. It is 
not only the büthplace of modern Olympics, but also the host of the Twenty-eighth Summer 
Olympic Games, opened in the August of 2004 in Athens. However, maybe many Greeks 
cou Id not be happy with this Olympics Game; according to Athens govenunent statist ics, 
the cost of Olympic construction proj ects sign ificantly oven'uns 50%. Sorne Greek Media 
analyses that these Olympie Games have eost 82 hundred million euro dollars, or even 100 
15 
hundred euro dollars (Netease, 2004). The consequences of these additional expenses will 
continue to affect Greek's economic for more than ten years. 
Long time ago in China, there was a famous construction project named Tlu'ee 
Gorges. It would be a multipurpose project, providing flood control, hydroelectric power, 
and navigation benefits. With the long 18 years construction period, long delays and large 
cost overrun bought the financial disastrous (Russell, 1994). At the end , the cost overrun 
in this project indeed happened. 
Moreover, in the modern China, the Hang Zhou bay bridge 's construction was 
completed on June 14, 2007. Tt now connects the municipalities of Jiaxing and Ningbo in 
Zhejing province. Hangzhou Bay Bridge is one of the longest trans-oceanic bridges in the 
world. As the result of various factors , the final investment cost ($ 2 billion) would have 
exceeded the initial cost ($ 1.9 billion). Tt can also be considered as a huge cost escalation 
case in the modern time (Dongfang Daily, 2007). 
Furthermore, Channel tunnel, Great Belt and 0resund represented world famous and 
typical cases of cost oven"un problem in Europe . 
The channel tunnel is the longest underwater rail tunnel in Europe. It was fo unded in 
1994 and connects France and UK. The first total investment costs were estimated at 
f 2,600 million (1985 prices). Upon completing the project in 1994 actual costs turned out 
to be f 4,650 million (1985 prices) resulting in a co st overrun of80 percent (Flyvbjerg et al. , 
2003). 
The Great Belt link COlU1ects East Oenmark with continental Europe, and it comprises 
the longest suspension bridge in Europe plus the second longest underwater rai l tunnel. In 
1987, the initial budgets were estimated at the DKK 13.9 billion, but when it was finished 
in 1999, cost had increased by 54 per cent in a real team to the DKK 2 1.4 billion (Flyvbjerg 
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et al. , 2003). 
The 0resund link between Sweden and Denmark opened in 2000 and is one of the 
largest cross-national infrastructure projects around the world. Tt connects Sweden and 
orway with continental Europe. This project also had a large cost ovelTun by 68 per cent. 
(Flyvbjerg et al. , 2003). 
Figure 1: The cost overrun cases of Channel, Great Belt Link and 0resund Access Links 
(Flyvbjerg et al. , 2003) 
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There are other similar cases in the USA and Europe, for example: Denver 's 
international airport, the actual cost of the airport was $ 5 billion that were nearly 200 
percent higher than the estimated cost (Szyliowicz & Goetz, 1995). For the San 
Franci sco-Oakland Bay Bridge retrofits, there was a cost overrun on $ 2.5 billion, or more 
than 100 percent compare with the construction started. The Copenhagen metro and even 
man y other constructions projects worldwide have the similar cost overruns problems 
(Flyvbjerg, 2005). 
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3.4 P REVIOUS ANALYSES METI-I ODS OF COST OVERRUN FACTORS 
Frimponga et al (2003) discussed causes of cost overruns in construction of a ground 
water project in developing countries. They used the results of their questionnaire survey to 
identify and evaluate the relative importance of the significant factors affecting to cost 
overruns in Ghana groundwater construction projects. They carefully designed a 
questionnaire of 26 factors , which from previous preliminary investigations conducted in 
Ghana's groundwater drilling projects among 1970 to 1999. It was organized in the form of 
a priority scaling (1 =very low, 2=low, 3=medium, 4=high, and 5=very high). 
In the part of data analysis, they focus on establishing the relative importance of the 
various factors responsible for project cost overruns. The Relative Importance Weights 
were caJculated for ranking the Contractors, Owners and Consultants and indicated the 
level of important of them. The relative weight equation was as following (Frimponga et al. , 
2003): 
Relative Importance Weight (RIW) = 
where: xj=the sum of thejth factor ; j =the factors 1, 2,3, 4, ... . . . ; N=total number of 
factors (26); ai=constant expressing the weight given to the ith response: i= ] , 2, 3,4, 5 
for a response of ' very high' 
for a response of 'high ' 
for a response of 'medium' 
for a response of ' low' 
for a response of ' very low' 
al =5 
a2=4 
a3=3 
a4=2 
a5= 1 
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ni= the variable expressing the frequency of the ith response 
nI = frequency of' very high ' response 
n2= frequency of ' high' response 
n3=frequency of ' medium' response 
n4= frequency of' low' response 
n5= frequency of ' very low' response 
In one confe rence paper, Azhar et al. (2008) attempted to identify the majority cost 
oven'uns fac tors in the construction sector of Pakistan. In this paper, they created a 
questionnaire, which involved 42 factors. Thi s li st of 42 factors was given to the 
respondents to rank and score them. Within the severity range from 1 to 10, it was indicated 
that if rate score 1 to the fac tors, they found least contributing towards the cost overruns; 
while a score of lOto those factors, they regard as most significant towards generating 
project cost overruns. Azhar et al. (2008) rating the results from low, medium to high 
according to the severity of factors. Simple ca\culation of impact of each fac tor was 
calculated as fo llowing: 
Impact 
ICfi * i) 
where: i is the severity score from 1 to 10 
Ji is the frequency of factor getting score i 
n = number of responses 
n 
In another study by Nega (2008) used descripti ve and infe rential stati stics in the data 
analysis, and the "Mean Score" method is adopted to establish the re lati ve importance of 
the causes of cost overruns for public building construction projects. The me an score for 
each vari able of cost overruns is computed by using the fol1 owing fo rmula: 
Where: 
MS 
MS - Mean Score 
LC! x s) 
N 
f - Frequency of responses for each score 
S - Scores given ta each factor (from 0 ta 4) 
N - Total number of responses concerning each factor 
Long et al. (2008) used the index analysis for the data are: 
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Frequency index: This index expresses OCCUlTence frequency of a factor responsible 
for cast overrun. It is computed as the following formula (Long et al., 2008): 
~40 a· n· 
F. I.=L..J L L 
4N 
where: 
a = constant expressing the weight assigned ta each response (ranges from 0 for 
No happen ta 4 for Always), 
n = frequency of each response, N = total number of responses. 
Severity index: This index expresses severity of a factor that caused cast ovelTuns. It is 
computed as the following formula (Long et al., 2008): 
~40 a · n · 
S. I. = L..J L L 
4N 
where: 
a = constant expressing the weight assigned ta each response (ranges from 0 for 
No Severe ta 4 for extremely) , 
n =frequency of each response, N = total number of responses 
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Importance index: Thi s index expresses the overview of a factor based on both their 
frequency and severity. It is computed as the following fo rmula (Long et al. , 2008): 
!J'viP I = FI x S I 
Long et al. (2008), still used The Spearman's Rank Correlation fo r measuring the 
differences in ranking between two groups of respondents scoring for various facto rs, for 
example: owners versus consultants , owners versus contractors, and consultants versus 
contracto rs. Nega (2008) in his paper also was used thi s method to demonstrate whether 
there is the agreement or disagreement among each pair of parties. 
3.5 F ACTORS OF COST OVERRUNS 
Until today, various fac tors impacted on cost overrun in construction projects. Many 
scholars have recognized that the research for causes of cost overruns and looking for the 
ways to solve the probl ems became important to improve the production level in 
construction industry. They attached great importance to study issues re lated to cost 
overruns. They also already got quite a number of research results, used in the construction 
projects, and achieved good results. 
Case Ghana, fo r example, Frimponga et al. (2003) presented the major causes of co st 
overruns in the developing countri es groundwater construction projects. The survey 
revealed that cost oven'uns frequently occur in construction of ground water proj ects in 
Ghana and developing countries in general, especially in long duration projects (Frimponga 
et al. , 2003). They fo und that the main causes of cost overruns are monthly payment 
difficulties from agencies, poor contractor management, materi al procurement, poor 
technical performances, escalation of material prices, etc. 
Mansfield et al. (1994) made a research fo r the co st overruns in the Nigerian 
construction project. The paper 's resul ts showed the principle causes of the cost overruns 
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were improper planning organization, poor contract management, material shortages, and 
changes in site conditions. 
Flyvbjerg et al. (2003) found that the large-scale projects carried out in almost 20 
countries. Actually, 90 % of their projects experienced co st overruns, which reached an 
average of about 28% in the projects . Flyvbjerg et al. (2003) researched for 258 projects 
over $ 90 billion, which concerned as iron girder, rai lway, tunnel and highway construction 
project. They were using multiple linear regression analysis, and the statistically significant 
results showed the reasons which led to transportation construction project in cost overruns 
such as Project construction time, project size and project characteristics. 
The British famous project management expert, Merrow et al. (1988) did a random 
sample of 52 Classic real estate development projects. The result has been shown that the 
completion time in large-scale real estate projects, the extension time exceeded 17 % than 
expected on average. The cost exceeded the budget was even more common, it was reached 
to 88 % on average. 
Lee (2008) did a research of the co st overrun and the causes in Korean Social 
Overhead Capital Projects inc1uded: Roads, Rails, Airports, and Ports respectively. In this 
research, data were available for a total of 161 completed projects in Korea during the 
period between 1985 and 2005. According to these data analysis, Lee (2008) found that 95% 
and 100% of road and rail projects, respectively, had a maximum cost overrun of 50%. 
Moreover, the most influent effects could be grouped into several types: changes in the 
scope, delays during construction, unreasonable estimation and adjustment of project costs, 
and no practical use of the earned value management system. 
Cost overruns that arise primarily can be c1assified in four categories of factors (Yeo, 
1990; Minato & Ashley, 2008): the first factor was the external risk due to modifications in 
the scope of a project and changes in the legal, economic and technologic environments. 
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The second factor was the technical complexity of the proj ect due to a size duration and 
technical difficul ty. Third factor was inadequate proj ect management due to the control of 
internai resources, poor labor relations and low productivity. The final one was an 
umealistic estimate because of the uncertainties involved. 
According to Nega (2008), proj ect owners identified fi ve reasons fo r project cost 
overruns: incomplete drawings, poor pre-planning process, escalating cost of materials, 
lack of timely decisions and excessive change orders. 
Barinov (2006), in his paper, used the table (below) to clearly single out the causes of 
cost oyen-un in large international proj ects. 
Table 3: The causes of co st overrun in large international proj ects (Barinov, 2006) 
Increase 
Project name Initial cost Primary reasons of the cost increase 
% 
Communicati on tunnel Changes in des ign solutions for enhancing 
$ 3.5 
ac ross the Irtysh ri ver, 71.4 environmental safety (replacement of the craw l 
million 
Kazakhstan channel fo r the tunnel) 
Liquidation of 
"washaway" area in the 
1.0 billion Down times caused by ill-timed financi ng by the 
course of St. 46.4 
rubles city government 
Petersburg subway 
construction, Rliss ia 
Refinement and lIpdating of engineering 
Ringway (KAD), 24 .0 billion 
166 .0 
solutions in connection with adverse geological 
St. Petersburg rLlbles conditions, long chain of suppli ers, down times 
callsed by irregularfinancing 
Pri ce surge, appl ication of new construction 
Coach termina l Il. 0 milli on 
54.5 materials, introducti on of new construct ion 
Moskovskii , Minsk rubles 
standards 
-
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Knight and Fayek (2000) summarized in their study that the most frequent problems 
for commercial buildings and industrial facilities affecting cost overrun involved: 
insufficient, incomplete drawings, an inaccurate estimate, and lack of competence and 
knowledge of the owner who followed an unrealistic schedule. For road and bridge projects, 
the first most frequent problems were weather conditions and the lack of availability of 
ski lIed workers ; the second included ground conditions and quality of materials. For 
underground utilities, the most frequently cited problems included: weather conditions, lack 
of availability of ski lIed labor, and turnover and absenteeism. 
According to the article of Zou et al (2007), they discussed the key risks in 
construction projects in China. They mentioned cost overrun risks include: inaccurate co st 
budget; price escalation of material and material-availability uncertainties; labor market and 
labor cost increase; supplier or subcontractors ' default; unpredictable weather; fluctuation 
in currency and interest rates ; excessive interface on project management; political 
instability, corruption and unfamiliarity with local regulations. 
In addition, some scholars used specific factors (rework, design changes, etc.) to 
study their influence on the cost. Obviously, the results were different. 
According to the American Construction Industry Association (CIl) 1989 Annual 
Survey results, the high cost of rework building products accounted for 12.4 % of the total 
project cost (Conrow, 2003). In the year 1995, Abdul-Rahman's survey results carried out 
that the cost of rework accounts for 5 % to 6 % of the total project cost. Though the 
proportion is reduced, considering the construction products varied cost (from a few million 
to as many as tens of millions, or billions), 5 % is also a very concerned number. Josephson 
and Hammarlund (1999) reported the rework costs accounted for 2 % to 6 % of the total 
co st of construction. Love and Amrik (2003) presented the results of the survey were 3.15 % 
and 2.4 %, respectively. However, the y reported only the apparent costs. Experts estimate 
that the hidden costs are three to four times the explicit cost. Andrew Brown and John 
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Adams found that direct costs for rework account for cost overnms as high as 52.1 %. And 
they found that there is a significant correlation between the cost of rework and the total 
cost ovelTuns (Qing and Wei, 2006). Zeitoun and Oberlander (1993) indicated that the 
project at a fixed price contract and construction change, the se extra costs accounted for 
5.3 % of the total contract price. Cox et al. (1999) did the research showing that the cost of 
design change accounts for 5 % to 8 % to the contract price. 
Some scholars in China also have been conducting many researches of cost overruns, 
and obtained some substantial results. Jingming (2002) noted that the reasons of cost 
overrun should be in accordance with the specific object (cost elements, projects processes, 
etc .) of analysis. Changqing and Hongjiang (2003) with practice, the y proposed six factors, 
which probably influence the construction project cost such as construction plan, schedule, 
quality, safety, the management of material purchase and supply, management of 
fund-raising and use, etc. Qingmei (2005) carried out that the nature of construction 
projects, construction conditions, technological status, degree of mechanization, 
organization of construction, the movements in prices of construction materials, etc. These 
are ail the major factors impacted on project costs directly. Zuoming (2004) pointed out 
that the factors affecting construction projects and construction cost included: construction 
contracts, construction plan, construction schedu le, construction quality, and construction 
safety and construction management. Baoping (1997), according to the occurrence and the 
formation process of the project cost, divided it into three sections: labor costs, material 
costs and expenses. This system analyzes the influence factors of these three costs, then set 
up the management strategies respectively. Xingyuan and Tiesheng (1991) applied AHP 
(Analytic Hierarchy Process) to analyze the cost drivers in large thermal power projects. 
The results showed that the most important factors to affect the cost of construction projects 
contain: inflat ion, site se lection, design standards, ration standards to improve, etc . 
In the subsequent part, many important causa l factors of the co st overrun 111 the 
construction projects will be presented in details. 
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From the Table 4, it illustrated the typical factors of the cost overruns in the 
construction project by twenty-one primary authors. Ali of these authors were engaged in 
research on cost overruns. They are original from different countries and they studied 
various construction projects in different time periods, but unexpectedly, the y proposed 
sorne similar factors of cost overrun. The eleven common factors shown in the table below 
came out of the reports of the twenty-one primary authors. 
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Table 4: The typical factors of the cost overruns in construction project by twenty-one primary author 
Des ign 
Size and 
hlclors 
om iss ions Dec ision Financial Co st Time 
scope of Infl ation Poli ey Technology 
Management Nature 
and mak ing constrains escalati on de lay ski ll s factors 
changes 
project 
1--
Fl orida 
Dcpmlmenl of 
Transportali on X X X X X X 
( 1996) 
Lee 
X X X X 
(2008) 
Frilll po nga el a l. 
X X X X X X 
(2003) 
Azhar- et a l. 
X X X X X 
(2008) 
Ncga 
X X X X X X 
(20U8) 
Zimlllcrcr & 
Yas in X X 
( 1998) 
Flyvbjcrg Cl a l. 
(2002) X X 
KalTli ng el al. 
X X X X 
( 1997) 
Flyvbjerg et a l. 
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3.5.1 Design omissions and changes 
The design process in construction relies upon the reduction of omlSSlOns and 
changes, for effective management. It is an extremely dynamic and complex process during 
the construction period. 
Omissions and changes experienced in construction projects are often happening 
during the design process. According to the previous studies, they also can be seen as one 
of the primary factors that contributed to cost overruns in projects. 
In the report of the Florida Transportation Department (1996), the first major cause of 
co st oven'uns in their research was attributed to errors and omissions in project design plans. 
It is over 60% ($ 65 million of $ 104 million) of cost overruns in their projects that were 
attributed to design plan errors and omissions problems. The report indicated that the 
design plan errors and omissions typically resulted in additional works. The project's 
owners needed to pay for additional works because design plans were incorrect or 
incomplete. Finally, errors and omissions in design phase significantly led to cost overruns. 
Love et al. (2000) noted that the primary sources of rework in construction were 
naturally the documentations on which the construction activity is based. These largely 
consist of design changes, errors and omissions (O ' Connor &Tucker, 1986; Burati et aL, 
1992; Love et aL , 1999). 
As one empirical result by Kaming et al. (1997), a lot of civil engll1eenng and 
building projects wi ll witness a number of changes after the contract has commenced. 
Design changes probably due to the client' s demand, themselves probably due to poor 
original designs, which turn out to be difficult to build, and it inevitably leads to variation 
in ori ginal cost and time. 
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The same design problem was discussed by Long et al. (2008). After their data 
analysis, they summarized that the design problem became the important factor that 
affected the co st overrun in Vietnam. The design factors could be grouped in tlu'ee 
variables such as: design change, design mistake and additional work. 
In addition, Zou et al. (2007) revealed design variations can be seen as the key risk 
factor influencing China' s construction projects, and it arises in the design phase of a 
project, which probably result from issues such as variations by the client and defective 
designs. This problem arises from inefficient project planning and ineffective project 
management of the design phase (Eshofonie, 2008). Another study by Bordat et al. (2004) 
found that "design errors and omissions" was the most frequent change order category that 
created the most cost. 
3.5.2 Decision making 
Ahuja (1976) proposed a model of "Process for Evaluating Overrun." Tt showed the 
decision process which is needed to be conducted from the identification of a cost overrun 
to the required action. Morris (1990) proposed that delays in decision-making have 
increased the capital costs of projects. The primary way to avoid the cost overruns is to 
make sure that top management makes decisions based on their business expertise 
(Kwanchai, 2005). 
Flyvbjerg et al. (2003) indicated decision-making is often ignored or underplayed that 
big cost escalations combined with large standard deviations translates into large financial 
risks. Especially, the decision-makers should be concerned about long implementation 
phases and sluggish planning and implementation, because sluggishness quite simply may 
be extremely expensive. (Flyvbjerg et al., 2004) 
The poor decision-making is reflected on the poor feasibility study analysis and poor 
investment decision analysis. It could result into changes in scope of the project much after 
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the project is approved even implementation has begun or changes in Government policy. 
(Monis, 1990) 
Monis (1990) said that IRR (Internai rate of return) as a decision making criterion 
can be validly used in a planning regime of the consistency type. While Featherston et al. 
(1986) presented cost estimating can be seen as one of the major factors for making a 
decision to invest in a real estate development project, and Flyvbjerg et al. (2003) also 
presented that co st estimates used in decision-making for transpo11 infrastructure 
development are highly, systematically and significantl y misleading. 
3.5.3 Financial constrains 
The financial constrains always related to the financial capability among the previous 
studies, and it may relate to both the owners and contractors. 
Long et al. (2008) concluded the financial capabi lity was a great importance factor 
that affected the co st overrun in the Vietnam's construction projects. This factor comprises 
two CUlTent problems of Vietnamese Construction Industry relating to both owners and 
contractors financial capability. 
In the article of Frimponga et al. (2003), the financial constraints appeared in 
contractors and consultants as monthly payments are hard to pay from agencies for 
completed works. The bureaucracy occUlTecl in governments departments leads to the delay 
of payment for the completed work. 
Besides, clients (the owners) should clearly iclentify their requirements and needs, 
whether they are ab le to achieve them witb tbeir financial capability in order to reduce co st 
overrun problems (Esbofonie, 2008). 
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3.5.4 Cost esca lation 
Cost escalation refers to cost increase. When cost increases, the cost overrun will be 
run in the construction project. It was found with very high statistical significance that co st 
escalation was strongly dependent on the cost estimation problem, some additional fee 
problem due to change, and material problem, etc. 
Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) follow an international convention and measure the inaccuracy 
of cost estimates as so-called "cost escalation." They conc1uded that the inaccuracy of cost 
estimates mainly appears to the cost underestimation. Co st underestimation occurred in 9 
out of 10 transportation infrastructure projects, and it often resulting in large cost overruns. 
In the case of cost overruns in Indonesia (Kaming et al. , 1997), the most serious 
factors are material co st increases, inaccurate materials estimates and the degree of project 
complexity. Materials accounted for 65% of the overall cost of high-rise construction 
(Kaming et al., 1995); their impact on cost overruns can be very high. Besides, the study of 
Jomah (2008) also illustrated that "prices fluctuations of construction's materials" , which 
was due to border c1osure, was one of the most important factors that resulted in the cost 
overruns. 
Lee (2008) indicated many causes of cost escalation, such as an increased capacity 
after the feasibility study or during construction, additional adjusted supervision fees due to 
design changes, cost increases due to changes in construction methods, increases or 
decreases in compensation, lane addition, and changes of a bedrock li ne for road projects in 
Korea. Almost 95% of these road projects have the maximum cost overruns of 50% due to 
these causes. 
When acceleration occurs, the contractor typically will increase additional direct and 
indirect costs. While direct costs are relatively easy to quantify, indirect costs are difficult 
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to identify and quantify (Willi am, 2002). Those indirect costs probably included increased 
mobilization and demobilization costs due to the need to commit additional resources in 
terms of labor, equipment and supervision at the proj ect than ori ginally contemplated by the 
original schedule. Specifically, Nega (2008) pointed out that direct labor costs consist of 
increased wage costs fo r additional workers, overtime pay and rentai costs for additional 
equipment. 
3.5.5 Time delay 
Choudhury (2004) and Chan (2001) defined the time delay as the diffe rence between 
the actual completion time and the estimated completion time. Actually, delays are 
interpreted as an influence on a project 's progress and extend proj ect activities. Tt may be 
translated into risk of substantial cost overruns. 
The significance cause of the cost overrun is connected with time delays in 
construction. The lengthy delay of the in-service date was combined with the doubling of 
the pilot deve lopment cost, which increased the overall cost of the proj ect to $ 29 billion, in 
a largest project in the Caspian region (Barinov, 2007). 
Jomah (2008) clarified that the contractor's delay of material delivery and equipment 
has led to cost oven·un. Lee (2008) for rail projects, 100% has a maximum cost overrun of 
50%, with a common cause including long delays. 
Morris (1 990) mentioned ten factors that influenced cost overruns of construction 
projects. Delay in construction is ranked as the primary cause of cost overruns among 
others, because delays made increasing in costs, which enhanced the effect of inflation and 
to direct escalation in costs . 
The transportati on projects from the report of FDOT (F lorida's Department of 
Transportati on, 1996) showed they are initially scheduled to be completed in a total of 
42,799 work days. However, contractors were allowed additional 18,259 work days to 
complete work on these projects due to the utility companies did not move the affected 
lines prior to construction. It has created a total of 43% time overrun and directly led to cost 
overruns, because time delays in completing projects can further increase costs due to 
inflation. After aIl , FDOT paid the contractor approximately $ 500,000 for these time 
delays. 
3.5.6 Size and scope of the project 
Flyvbjerg et al. (2004) summarized three points about the project Slze problem 
relative the cost oven"un; they believed that the same percentage co st escalation will 
typicaIly cause more problems in a large project than in a small one" 
1. For bridges and tunnels, lat"ger projects have higher risk of cost escalations th an do 
smaIler ones. 
2. For aIl project types, their data do not illustrate that larger projects have a bigger 
risk of co st escalation than do smaller ones; the risk of cost escalation still higher 
for ail project sizes and types. 
3. Projects grow lat"ger over time, but only significantly so for road projects. 
Cantarelli (2009) described that in tenus of average cost overruns, there were lowest 
cost overruns of smaIl projects as -4.8 % and the difference between average cost overrun 
and project size was statistically significant (0.029, F-test). The discrepancies among the 
small, medium and large sized projects were nearly significant, but the discrepancy 
between the average cost overrun of very large projects and the average of other sized 
projects was non-significant. Thereby, except for very large projects, medium sized projects 
contribute for more than half of the total cost overruns. It is similar to worldwide findings 
that cost overruns had not improved with the time passed. 
There were approximately 7 % ($ 7.4 million of$ 104 million) of the cost oven"uns in 
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the projects that reviewed in the FDOT report were attributable to problems in determining 
project scope change.(FDOT, 1996) Inadequate project preparation leading to scope 
changes during implementation is perhaps the most important reason for cost overruns 
(Morris, 1990). 
There are similar viewpoints proposed by Lee (2008), as the project scope will often 
change significantly during project development and implementation. In Korea, the 
common causes of scope changes are new lane additions, bedrock line changes, railroad 
line extensions, track changes, and the addition of new stations, runways, airport terminais, 
subsidiary facilities , etc. These substantial scope changes as sure as led to cost overruns 
during the construction. 
3.5.7 Inflation 
Inflation can be defined as the rate of an increase in general price level in an economy 
(Nega, 2008). It is usually closed relative with the macroeconomic problem, the priee 
fluctuation of construction material, and the foreign exchange rate. Actually, the inflation 
can significantly result in co st overruns. 
Ameh et al. (2010) carried out economic stability was the most dominant factor that 
causes cost oven'uns. Several factors su ch as monetary policies, inflationary trends and 
security contribute to the economic stability of a nation. 
Price inflation of construction materials was identified within the external business 
environment. The price of construction materials was changing along with inflation and the 
relation between supply and demand in the construction mate rial market. (Zou et al. , 2007) 
Kaming et al. (1997) found that material ' s pnce ll1creases due to inflation are 
common in Indonesia. Foreign exchange rate is particularly relevant if materials of the 
construction project are purchased from foreign countries, whicb means if the foreign 
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ex change rates change beyond the expected level, the co st of project material may increase, 
which automatically !eads to project cost overruns. 
3.5.8 Potiey 
Policy related the cost overrun risks are generally out of the control of the 
partici pants. 
Majorities of the construction project are highly relevant to government policies and 
changes in government policies. Thereby, government stability and spending greatly affect 
the amount of constructions being done and consequently, market escalation and inflation. 
(Eyers, 2001) 
Government also influences business regulatory environments in which construction 
companies operate. Regulations and permits are required on ail construction projects, and if 
the y are particularly stringent in a given jurisdiction, construction in that jurisdiction is 
more difficult to complete. (Eyers, 2001). Similarly, Azhar et al.(2008) pointed out leading 
factor of cost overruns related to Business and Regulatory enviromnent, which encourages 
corner cutting and unsound construction methods is the prevailing practice of the 
government to implement its lowest bid price method. 
3.5.9 Teehnology 
A study conducted by Zimmerer and Yasin (1998) explored that 'failure to utilize 
tools to manage the project systematically' was one of the most frequently cited reasons for 
poor project performance. Their respondents included 76 senior project managers with a 
minimum of 10 years ' experience in project management. 
Poor technical performance can be as a cause of co st overruns in groundwater 
construction projects. Completion problems are emergmg from problems faced during 
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actual drilling activities and from technical failures, which accounted for improper planning 
and management experience limitation (Frimponga et al. , 2003). 
In Korea, the different units of accounting between the construction progress system 
and construction co st management system are blocking the use the technology too l of 
earned value management that led to 95 and 100 % of road and rail proj ects, respectively, 
had a maximum cost overrun of 50 % (Lee, 2008). 
3.5.10 Management stills 
Sriprasert (2000) pointed out that cost overrun problems were caused by ineffective 
construction management. The " ineffective" may be referred to the poor contract 
management, poor site management, po or planning and coordination, poor communication, 
and poor experience problems during the literature review. 
As to Nega (2008), a good project combined with poor project management, will 
usually face serious difficult ies such as : 
1. Lack of planning and coordination 
2. Poor communication between members of the proj ect team and the proj ect sponsor 
3. Failure to identify problems and institute necessary and timely design and 
programming changes 
4. Lack of control over time and co st inputs 
5. Lack of end user involvement 
Poor contract management ranking as the second important factor attributing to the 
cost overruns in Ghana's groundwater proj ects (Frimponga et al. , 2003), because most 
projects are awarded to the lowest bidder. Some of the lowest bidders may lack 
management skills, and less attention is paid to contractor's plan, cost control, overall s ite 
management, and human. fin ancial and materia l resources allocati on. (Mansfi eld et al. , 
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1994) 
Long et al. (2008) concluded pOOl' site management and supervision has been tough 
problem in Vietnam and represented the weakness of contractors. Tt related to the ability of 
both contractors and consultants. The reasons concern the insufficient training of ski lied 
human resource in site management and the practitioners lack of project management skills. 
Similarly, it appears seriously in various countries such as Malaysia and UAE (United Arab 
Emirates). 
Contractors construct the project according to the project design. If there is a lack of 
coordination between designers and contractors, when the design has any mistakes, the 
contractors may apply the mistakes without knowing there are mistakes or without 
notifying and coordinating with the designer or the client. Implementing designs with 
mistakes will obviously costs a lot of money afterwards. An incorrect planning also is one 
of the most important factors, which affects the cost of construction. (Eshofonie, 2008) 
Planning and designing transportation projects of FDOT must coordinate with local 
governments, utilities, and other entities to identify environn1ental and local requirements. 
However, there are breakdowns in communication between FDOT and various entities. 
Therefore, the communication and coordination problems became the second majority 
factor that contributes to cost overruns. 
Other researchers indicated that, the lack of experience of project manager, the 
selection of unqualified contractor and the lack of capacity of budgeting specialist, which 
are ail caused by weakness management ski Ils that contributes to the cost overrun 
problems. 
3.5.11 Nature factors 
The nature factors are the force majeure factor to the construction project. This term 
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covers a range of events, which are also commonly referred to as "Acts of God" (Nega, 
2008). They included bad weather, earthquake, landslide, fire, contamination and others 
unexpected natural risks. Wh en they happen, they will substantially result in a co st oven'un 
to construction projects. 
3.6 S UMMARY 
As discussed previo Llsly, the construction industry is plagued with cost overruns in 
project delivery, no matter in where and when. Previous researchers used various methods 
to identify the predominant factors of the co st overruns; the y were mainly grouped in 
eleven dimensions. These most affecting factors were interrelated and interdependent. They 
directly or indirectly influence the cost overruns could bring the project abandonment and a 
drop in construction activities, bad reputation, and inability to secure project finance or 
securing it at higher costs. Therefore, ail these consequences undermine the viability and 
sustainability of the construction industry (Nega, 2008). 
CHAPTER4 
THE METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.1 I NT RO DUCT ION 
General speaking, research can be seen as a process of exploring knowledge or using 
any systematic investigation to establish novel facts, to solve new or existing problems, to 
prove new ideas, or to develop new theories. 
For the primary purpose of this thesis, research can be considered as a process of 
searching and investigating the factors of the cost overrun in the construction project, 
assembling the factors , using the effective method and technology for analyzing the factors , 
and interpreting the results. 
4.2 R ESEARCH TYPE 
There are two principal research types often used in the studies, quantitative and 
qualitative approach. Quantitative approach refers to assemble factual data and to study 
relationships between facts and how such facts and relationships accord with theories and 
the findings of any research executed previously (Jomah, 2008). 
Qualitative research is multi-method in focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic 
approach to its subject matter. It me ans that qualitative researchers study things in their 
natural settings, attempting to make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 
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Table 5: Comparison of quantitative and qualitative research approaches 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) 
Genera! framework 
Analytica! objectives 
Question format 
Data format 
Quantitative 
Seek to confirm hypothèses about 
phenomena 
Instruments use more ri9Îd style 
of elidt ing and categorizing 
respon ses te questions 
Use highly 5Hucwred methods 
such as questionnaire5, survey'" 
and structured observation 
To quantify variation 
To predict causal relatiomhips 
10 desuibe chara.cteristlcs of a 
population 
Oosed-ended 
Numerical (obrained byassigning 
nllmerical values to responses) 
Qualitative 
Seek to explore phenomena 
Instruments use more ftex:ible, 
Iterative style of eliciting afla 
categorizing response':. to questions 
Use semÎ-strucwred me!hods suc!! 
as in -depth interviews, focus 
groups, and participant observation 
To describe variation 
To describe and expia in relationships 
To desuibe individllal experiences 
To describe group norms 
Open-ended 
Textual {obtained from audiOlapes, 
videonpes, and field notes) 
The table above showed the companson of quantitative and qualitati ve research 
approaches. According to the explanation and comparison of these two approaches, my 
thesis is using the quantitative research approach. 
4.3 RESEARCH STAGES 
This research mainly consists of five phases . The pl1lue phase of the research is 
1 iteratllre review. In this part, it should be searched a large number of relevant info rmation, 
studied the findings, and identified the findings . The second phase is the part of the 
questionnaire. Inhere it focuses on the questionnaire. How to design the questionnaire, how 
to pretest the questionnaire, how to issue them, al! these problems needed to so lve in the 
second phase. The third phase of the research should be co llected the data and extracted the 
valid data in ûïder to ac hieve the research objecti ve . EXCEL was used in thi s phase. The 
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fourth phase is a data analysis. This period includes descriptive statistics, statistical analysis 
and data discussion. EXCEL and SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) were 
used to perform the findings. The finally phase is the summary part. Figure 2 illustrates the 
framework of the research stages. 
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Figure 2: The framework of the research stages 
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4.4 RESEARCH LOCATION 
China is the proposed location of this research. In order to collect the data much more 
convenient, the target location was divided into four parts: Eastern China, Western China, 
Southern China and Northern China, respectively. 
4.5 R ESEARCH POPULATION 
The sample population al! came from the different place of China. In order to better 
link to the theme that we need to study, most of the sample population was randomly 
selected from the construction industry or some relevant occupations. They are practitioners 
in the China's construction industry. Among these people, they have the different 
educational background, and 97.1 % of them received tertiary education. They have 
different educational stream. Project management, civil engineering, architecture and 
auditing are accounted for a dominant position. Half of them have the working experience 
in the construction industry or relevant industry less than five years, and another half 
people have the working experience over than five years, even over th an ten years or more 
in the construction industry or sorne relevant industries. Moreover, the studied population 
has the diverse l'ole and belongs to the various department of the construction corporation 
or other relevant organization. The construction projects that they have been committed to 
include building construction projects, heavy or civil construction projects and industrial 
construction projects. Most ofthem have the cost overrun experience in their project. 
4.6 Q UEST IONNAIR E APP ROACH 
This questionnaire approach was constructed based on a thorough reVlew of the 
literature in the fields of project management. Herein, it was developed to assess the 
perceptions of the people who are engaged in the construction industry and to identify the 
impoliance index of co st overrun causes during China' s construction project. There are two 
ways to distribute the entire questionnaire to China, one way by email and the other way by 
field survey. If the questionnaire was distributed by email , the questionnaire was placed on 
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the Monkey Survey (It is a professional system doing a questionnaire). If the questionnaire 
was handed out by field survey, the questiütmaire needed to print out and distributed to 
experienced construction practitioners. Before issuing the formai questionnaire, a pilot 
questionnaire was prepared. It should be randomly distributed to three or five Chinese 
construction project practitioners. After that, according to the responses of the pilot 
questionnaire, we should be corrected and adjusted the questionnaire. 
4.7 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 
Questionnaire consisting of five parts was developed. Part one was a simple 
introduction of the questiütmaire. Part two presented the general information about the 
project. That's included five questions about the project type, location, the organization 
type, the cost scale and the complete time of the project respectively. Part three shown the 
information about the respondent. It is included the respondent educational background, the 
respondent educational major, the work experience, the role or level of the respondent in 
their project and the cost overrun experience of the respondent. Part four carried a total of 
43 causes associated with cost overrun construction projects. The 43 causes could be 
categorized into eleven dimensions, with four causes related to design omissions and 
change, two causes related to decision making, two related to financial constraints, ten 
related to co st escalation, three related to time delay, two related to size of project, t1u'ee 
related to inflation, five related to policy, three related to technology, seven related to 
management skills and last three related to the nature factors. These cost overrun causes 
were sourced from a wide scale of literature that contain newspapers and books worldwide 
as weIl as those specifically focused on the China' s construction industry. For each factor , 
the respondents were requested to answer the likelihood of occurrence and this likelihood 
of 0 occurrence was designed in the form of a priority scaling: 
1= Not at al! 
2= Slight influential 
3= Somewhat influential 
4= Very influential 
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5= Extremely innuential 
The part five was the end of the survey. It was asked the email of the respondent for 
sending the resume of the research. 
4.8 DATA COLLECTION 
The questionnaires were distributed to 110 construction practitioners in China. There 
are 95 responses were received but 15 of them were identified as invalid due to vastly 
incomplete answers. This indicates a valid response rate of 87%, which is acceptable 
according to Moser and Kalton ' s (1989) assertion. 
After collecting the original data of the questionnaire, in the following chapter, the 
data downloaded into the computer spreadsheet, EXCEL and SPSS 19 (Statistical Product 
and Service Solutions) program was rune to analyze the data. 
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5.1 DESC RIPTIV E ANA LYSIS 
CHAPTER 5 
DATA ANALYSIS 
5.1.1 CharacterÎstics of Projects 
Figure 3: Type of the construction proj ects 
Industrial Building construction Heavy or civil other 
construction projects projects cons truction projects 
project type 
This bar chart illustrates the changing proportions of different construction proj ect 
types in China. The major construction project type can be divided into three bas ic 
types . They incl ude industrial construction project, building construction proj ect and 
heavy or civil construction proj ect respecti ve!y. As we can be seen from the chart, the 
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percentage of the building construction proj ect was higher than the others, which 
accounted for 50 %. The second higher proportion was the heavy or civil construction 
project, 30.9 %. lndustrial construction project (14.5 %) was the lowest type among 
these three basic types. The item "Other" was those other type projects fo r 4.5 %. They 
were decoration and electronics development respectively in the questionnaire survey. 
According to analysis the distribution, the bar chart carries out that the building 
construction project is the more common construction proj ect in China. This 
phenomenon reveals the real estate industry is very hot in the contemporary China. 
Meanwhile, the basic three construction types still play important roles in China's 
construction industry. 
Figure 4: The projects location 
East i 
project location 
The graph 3 shows the distri bution of the construction projects in diffe rent 
locations around China. In the questionnaire, the locations were di vided into four 
categories: Eastern China, Southern China, Western China and Northern China. 
However, when we get the result, nobody chose the northern china. This may because 
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that the whole respondents were mainly gathering in eastern China, southern China 
and western China. It was a limitation that happened in the process of this 
questionnaire issued. 
From this graph, it c1early comes out that most of the projects were investigated 
intensively on eastern China. It covered around 74.31 % of aU the projects. While the 
projects of south China occupied the second pace, the proportion just was 22.02%, 
which account for a strikingly low proportion. The projects of west China were 
displayed by the lowest proportion of 3.67 %. 
This data explanation further indicates that the eastern China and the southern 
China already became the economic center of the whole China now. Therefore, there is 
a rapid development of construction industry in the eastern and southern China. By 
contrast, because of the complex topography and c1imate in western China, it was the 
final developed region in China. In the recent ten years, the Chinese government 
strongly supported the development in western China. Even so, the construction 
industry in western China was still weak compared to other places in China, but it will 
surely develop rapidly in the future. 
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Figure 5: Relationship with the projects 
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The proj ect relationship was designed into four categories. 
1. InternaI project 
In the questionnaire survey, it is defined as a project that belongs entirely to one 
enterprise or organization only. There is no other enterprise or organization 
participating or supporting the proj ect 
2. Externat project 
In the questionnaire survey, it lS simpl y defi ned as a project where many 
corporations or organizations make the cooperation to finish the external proj ects 
together. 
3. Outsourcing project 
In the questiOlmaire sUl'vey, it is defined as a project where the proj ect owner 
outsources part of the project to other companies or organizations. The ownership 
of the project sti ll belongs to the project owner. 
4. Partnership project 
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It is simple defined as a cooperative venture between two companies. 
Figure 5 shows the percentage of different project relationship. Among the 
projects which were investigated, the relationship type of external project was very 
common, the proportion is 33.9%. The internaI project type is followed, it is accounting 
for 29.4 %. The percentage of partnership project type and outsourcing project type is 
20.1 % and 16.5 %respectively. 
Figure 6: Cost scale of the projects 
Under 10.000.000 RMB 50,000,000 
10,000,000 RMB -50,000,000 RMB-
RMB 100,000,000 
RMB 
100,000,000 
RMB 
-500, 000, 000 
RMB 
project cost scale 
More than 
500,000,000 
RMB 
The graph presents in a bar chart, shows the general trend of project cost scale. 
The cost scale was distributed into five ranges respectively. The most projects cost was 
gathered in the scale of the ten million RMB ta fi ft y million RMB . This interval was 
occupying a proportion of 32.11 %. The second project cost scaJe was under ten 
million RMB, which account for 22.94 %. The remaining tlu'ee intervals, there was a 
similar distribution of the data. The proportion of "fi ft y million PMB to one billion" 
was 18.35 %. 15.60 % of those have between One billion RMB and five billion RMB . 
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"More than five billion RMB" have accounted for about 1l.01 %. 
This general trend shows that the scale of China's construction industry is larger 
and wider, and it promotes China's economic development ail the time. 
Figure 7: Completion time of the projects 
Under 1 year 1 year- 2 2 years -3 3 years- 4 4 years- 5 More than 5 
years years years year years 
project period 
The completion time is a key factor influence the whole construction. If the 
completion time lasts long time, the project cost will be increased, and other negative 
factors will influence the project. Therefore, keep the construction schedule finish on 
time became a sustained task to the project management. 
The graph indicates six intervals of the project completion period. More projects 
were completed less than one year, one year to two years or two years to three years. 
The corresponding radio is 22.02 %, 33.95 % and 29.36 % respectively. Among these 
statistics, the projects completed during one to two years occupying the largest 
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proportion. If plus these projects together, there was 85.32 % of construction projects 
in China could be finished in three years. Moreover, majority construction projects 
were completed between one to two years. There was 7.34 % of projects finished 
between four to five years, 5.50 % of those were between three to four years and l.83 % 
of projects were completed in five years or more. 
5.1.2 Characteristics of respondents 
Figure 8: Educational background of the respondents 
College 8achelor Master Other 
education b ackground 
In this graph, the respondent's education backgrounds can be divided into five 
principal types: college, bachelor, master, doctor and other. The result showed that 
most respondents chose "bachelor," which amounted to the highest rate of 58.49%. 
Followed by "college," which was 26.42 %, the item "master" and "other" accounted 
for 13.21 % and l.89 %. No one chose "doctor," which may me an construction 
industry needs more practice-oriented talents. Moreover, according to the overall trend, 
respondents chose "college" and "bachelor" as the dominant part (totally 84.91 %). 
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Figure 9: Main educational stream of the respondents 
Ovil A-oject 
engineering management 
educationnal stream(major) 
This figure illustrates that the mam educational stream of the respondents. 
Among these seven selections, the majority of people were gathered in the "Civi l 
engineering", "Project management" and "Architecture," as the se proportions were 
23.59 %, 20.76 % and 21.70 % respectively. Through the data, we can see that the most 
respondents were from construction industry. In fact , these three majors played 
important roles in China's construction project. They influenced the whole construction 
process from design to manager, from tec1mology to practice. There was not a 
considerable difference among other four majors. The proportions were 10.38 % of 
auditing, 8.50 % ofaccounting, 8.50 % ofother major and 6.60 % of finance. 
Figure 10: Working experience of the respondents in the construction industry 
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The working expenence of respondents in construction industry can be 
considered as a significant factor for cost overrun problems. A better construction staff 
with a lot of working experience could provide more realistic answers. The answers are 
more realistic, the answers are more convincing. 
According to the chart, there is 50% of the respondents who have an experience 
between one to two years. 29.15% of respondents have between five to ten years of 
experience. 15.01% of those have between ten to fifteen years of experience. People 
who have more than thirty years of experience were close to 5.6%. 
The whole trend showed a significantly decrease with the time increasing. It 
means that the working experience is proportional to the working time. 
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Figure Il: Responsibility of the respondents in their project 
responeder responsablity level 
In our questionnaire, the respondent's responsibility level can be divided into 
three categories: top management of corporation, project manager and staff of a project. 
It obviously showed that over half respondents came from the staff of project (59 %). 
They might be the staffs of finance , accounting, engineering, auditing, etc . These 
people have their own specific and different types of work in each project. The 
proportion of project managers amounted of 25.71 %. They needed to control the 
whole project, have a capable of communication, etc. While the top management of the 
corporation should make a decision, resolve conflict and arrange objective of the 
company, which accounted for 15.14 % of the whole respondents. 
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Figure 12: Frequency of cost overruns happened to the respondents 
Never Rarely Sometirres Often Always 
Frequency of cost overr un 
As we can see from the diagram, the frequency of occurrences of co st overrun can be 
classified in five types: "never", "rarely", "sometimes", "often", and "always". The answer 
"sometimes" reached a high point at 51 %. The percentage of "often" was smaller than that 
of "sometimes", which was 23 %. The percentage of "rarely" remained steady at 17 %.8.5 % 
of "never" and 0.94 % belong to "Always". 
This investigation result presented the incidence of cost overruns was relatively 
frequent during the China's construction industry. There were only approximately 8.5 % of 
the respondents that never met the cost overruns before they answered my questionnaire, 
but it does not me an that they will never have the cost overrun problems in their future 
work. The other about 91.5 % of respondents more or less has the cost oven"un experiences. 
These respondents were chosen randomly, thus their responses can simply prove cost 
overrun is a common phenomenon in developing countries and nine out of ten projects 
probably impact on the cost overrun. 
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5.2 COGNIT IVE ST UDY VARI ABLES 
After co llecting data, we organize ail the data concerning the causes of cost overruns 
and we do a preliminary ranki ng analysis for these causes. 
Table 6: Preliminary ranking for causes 
Rank Std. 
Factors of cost overrun 
Mean Deviation 
1 Design over the scale and standard 4.06 .853 
2 Design changes in im plementation phase 4.0 1 .853 
3 Changes in scope(new addition, extension) 3.95 1.030 
4 The size of project 3.92 1.0 18 
5 Poor investment dec ision analysis 3.90 .893 
6 Unreasonable estimation 3.85 .920 
7 Working negligence led to design omiss ion 3.83 1.028 
8 Po or feas ibility study analysis 3.83 .969 
9 Mistakes during construction lead to defecti ve work 3.8 1 1.060 
10 Do not optimize the de ign 3.79 .9 14 
\1 Poor contract management 3.77 .994 
12 Budgeting specialist lack ofcapacity 3.72 .964 
13 Project manager lack experience 3.7 1 .9 11 
14 Natural factors 3.7 1 1.06 1 
15 Cost underestimation 3.70 .948 
16 Inaccurate estimati ng the degree of project complex 3.68 .895 
17 Inappropriatelinexperience contractor 3.66 .883 
18 Poorly estab lish cost control systems 3.60 .865 
19 Poo r site management 3.59 .88 1 
20 An increase in cap ital after feas ibility study or during 3. 58 .785 
construction 
2 1 Financial diffic ulties of owner 3.55 1.033 
22 Long delay due to change 3.54 .988 
)1 
--' Materia l pri ce tlucluati on 3.54 .825 
24 Poor planning and coordination 3. 52 .886 
25 Price increase 3.5 1 .9 16 
26 1 POO l' communication 3.46 .897 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Time schedule delays 
No practical use the earned value management system 
Financial ditliculties of contractor 
Inaccurate material quantity procurement estimate 
Delays during construction 
Failure to use tool s to manage the project systematically 
Fluctuation of labor cost 
Macro-economic factors 
Adjusted supervision fee due to design change 
Difticulties in obtaining mate rial in loca l market 
Regional differences(nature) 
Government regulation 
Currency reali gnment 
Political interests 
Business and regulatory environment 
Regional differences(policy) 
Transpol1 policy 
3.46 
3.42 
3.42 
3.42 
3.39 
3.38 
3.36 
3.34 
3.3 1 
3.26 
3.22 
3.12 
3.08 
2.95 
2.94 
2.89 
2.84 
.99 1 
.855 
1.027 
.876 
.989 
.947 
.84 1 
.950 
.859 
.903 
1.082 
1.1 78 
.935 
1.219 
1.035 
1.042 
1.081 
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The means, standard deviations and ranges for the cognitive study variables, are 
displayed in the Table (6) above. It showed the causes that ranked the highest were design 
over the scale and standard (mean=4.06); design change in implementation phase 
(mean=4.01); changes in scope (mean=3.95); the size of project (mean=3.92); poor 
investment decision analysis (mean=3.90). The factors that ranked the lowest in the table 
were transport policy (mean=2.84); regional differences (policy) (mean=2.89); business and 
regulatory environment (mean=2.94); political interests (mean=2.95); currency realignment 
(mean=3.05). From these data, we can get the preliminary analysis of the impact of these 
factors on project cost overruns. 
5.3 INDEX ANALYSIS 
Table 7 shows the severity indices of the causes of construction cost overrun 
perceived by respondents and their rankings. The severity index (S.I.) method was used for 
the ranking of severity of cost overrun causes. This method has been used in construction 
research such as Elhag and Boussabaine (1999) , Kangwa and Olubodum (2003). S.l. is a 
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non-paramedic teclmique, based on the aggregate weighting of the initial frequency scores 
of each factor according to their relative importance. Non-paramedic statistics can analysis 
how much more important each rating is than the other, rather than parametric stati stics 
indicate only a rank order of importance of the factors. 
Table 7: Severity index analys is 
Total 
Industrial Build ing Heavy or civil 
Causes project project project 
S.L Rank S. L Rank S. 1. Rank S. 1. Rank 
Design over the scale and standard 0.8 13 1 0.853 1 0.809 1 0.8 13 1 
Design changes in implementation phase 0.802 2 0.773 1\ 0.800 3 0.807 2 
Changes in scope 0.789 3 0.800 4 0.800 3 0.787 3 
The size of project 0.783 4 0.800 4 0.804 2 0 .767 5 
Poor in vestment decision analysis 0.78 1 5 0.760 13 0 .79 1 5 0.767 5 
Unreasonab le est imation 0.770 6 0.747 14 0.773 6 0.779 4 
Worki ng negligence 0.766 7 0.787 8 0.751 14 0.767 5 
Poor teasibil ity study analysis 0.766 8 0.800 4 0.759 10 0.760 8 
Mistakes during construction 0.762 9 0.827 2 0.755 12 0.733 13 
Do not optimize the des ign 0.757 10 0.773 1\ 0.755 12 0.760 8 
Poor contract management 0.754 1\ 0.693 28 0.764 8 0.760 8 
Project manager lack experi ence 0.743 12 0720 22 0.768 7 0.720 16 
Budgeting speciali st lack ot" capac ity 0.743 13 0.733 20 0.747 15 0.740 12 
N atmal facto rs 0.74 1 14 0.720 22 0.742 17 0.760 8 
Cost underesti mation 0.740 15 0.800 4 0.745 16 0.720 16 
Inaccurate estimati ng the degree of project 0.736 16 0.8 13 3 0.727 19 0 .727 15 
complex ity 
Inappropri atelinexperienced contractor 0.733 17 0.640 38 0.756 \1 0.733 13 
Poorly establi sh co st contro l systems 0.720 18 0.747 14 0.762 9 0.667 26 
Poor site management 0.7 18 19 0.693 28 0.729 18 0.700 19 
An increase in capi tal alter feasibil ity sludy or 0.716 20 0.787 8 0.709 22 0.687 2 1 
du ring construction 
Financial di fficu lties of owner 0.7 11 2 1 0.733 20 0.709 22 0.693 20 
Material price tl uctuat ion 0.709 22 0.747 14 0.69 1 27 0.707 18 
Long de lays due to change 0.709 23 0.786 10 0.679 30 0687 2 1 
Poor planni ng and coord in at ion 0.703 24 0.693 28 0.724 20 0.667 26 
Price increase 0.70 1 25 0.720 22 0.69 1 27 0.687 2 1 
Poor commun ication among contracto r. 0.693 26 0.667 35 0.707 24 0.660 3 1 
consultant and owner 
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Time sched ul e delays 0.69 1 27 0.743 18 0.676 3 1 0.667 26 
No practical use th e earn ed va lue 0.685 28 0.707 26 0.705 25 0.667 26 
management system 
Fin ancia l diflieul ties of contractor 0.684 29 0.747 14 0.684 29 0.653 33 
Inaecurate materi al quantity procurement 0.684 30 0.680 34 0.723 2 1 0.640 36 
estimate 
Delays during construction 0.677 3 1 0.743 18 0.64 1 35 0.673 25 
Failure to use too ls to manage project 0.676 32 0.693 28 0.700 26 0.647 34 
systematieally 
Fl uctuat ion of labor cost 0.672 33 0.693 28 0.673 32 0.660 3 1 
Macro-economic factors 0.669 34 0.693 28 0.659 34 0.667 26 
Adjusted supervision fee due to des ign 0.662 35 0.707 26 0.668 33 0.633 37 
change 
Diffi cul ties in obtaining material in local 0.651 36 0.720 22 0.636 36 0.647 34 
market 
Regional differences( poli cy) 0.643 37 0.653 36 0.623 37 0.676 24 
Governm ent regul ation 0.624 38 0.640 38 0.6 14 38 0.627 39 
Currency real ignment 0.6 15 39 0.640 38 0. 59 1 39 0.633 37 
Po li tical interests 0.589 40 0.627 4 1 0. 563 43 0.593 40 
Busin ess and regulatory environment 0. 587 4 1 0.627 41 0. 591 39 0. 560 4 1 
Regional di ffe rences( nature) 0.579 42 0.653 36 0.564 42 0.560 4 1 
Transport po liey 0.568 43 0.6 13 43 0.568 4 1 0.533 43 
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The formula for the severity index is given by Elhag and Boussabaine (1999): 
Where S.I is the seve rit y index, i is the represent of ratings, fi is the frequency of 
response, Wi is the weight of each rating (rating in scale), n is total number of responses . 
In our analysis, the valid percentage of the value (fi * 100)/n can be computed by 
SPSS, and then we use the formula above to calculate the S.I. 
These causes are rated by four different respondents groups: industrial project; 
building project; heavy or civil project; others. In the table, we have withheld the data of 
the group "other" as the reason of their small proportion of respondents. 
The severity indexes in the table indicate the severity of impacts of causes of cost 
overrun. The higher the index is, the more it severely affects the construction projects cost 
performance. 
On the severity scale, the most severe causes of co st oven'un, indicated by type of 
proj ects separately, will be highlighted. It shows that no matter which type of project, the 
"design over the scale and standard" was identified as the most serve problem that causes 
cost overrun. 
The most severe causes of cost overrun in overall rankings as seen are as follows: 
• Design over the scale and standard 
• Design changes in implementation phase 
• Changes in scope 
• The size of proj ect 
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• Poor investment decision analysis 
• Unreasonable estimation 
AIl these causes belong to four dimensions of causes: design omissions and change; 
size of project; decision making; cost escalation. These causes in overall ranking have a 
good agreement between building projects and heavy or civil projects while there 1S a 
different ranking in industry projects. 
We can see from the table that the causes of mistakes during construction led to 
defective work; inaccurate estimating the degree of project complexity; poor feasibility 
study analysis is in the ranks of most serve causes. There would be a lot of follow-up 
project in industry construction project such as industrial pipelines and equipment 
installation. The complexity of industry construction is higher th an the other projects, it's 
easier to underestimate the complexity and make mistakes during construction process. 
That 's the reason why the three causes ab ove are important causes of cost overrun in 
industry project which are different from the others. 
From seventh to sixteenth, these ten causes follow the first six causes are common 
and have high impacts on ail the types of construction projects. Many causes in this part 
belong to the dimension of management skills such as poor contract management; project 
manager lack experience and budgeting specialist lack of capacity. With the development of 
construction projects, project managers have gained more and more management 
experience, the impact of management to co st have been reduced. However, we still cannot 
underestimate the impact of the project management; inappropriate management of the 
project will bring cost overruns to projects in some cases. 
Problems rank from eighteenth to thirty-ninth have less influence on construction 
projects than previous causes. In these causes, the impact of natural factors to heavy or civil 
construction proj ect is an exception. If s a more important cause affecting heavy or civil 
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projects. These projects are usually highway or railway construction, the y are much larger 
in scope than the other proj ects and span multiple regions. Natural factors such as weather 
and geological condition often cause proj ect work stoppage, design changes. These are 
potentially increasing the cost of the project. 
Of ail problems, political interests; currency realignment; policy diffe ring in different 
regional; govenm1ent regulation; transpOlt policy; regional differences; business and 
regulatory environment which can be attributed to dimensions of po licy and nature factors 
have the lowest ranks. There is a closer consensus between ail the types of projects. China 
always adhered to open development policies in recent years. Local governments have been 
committed to the development of construction projects. In such an environment, the three 
causes have a little influence in cost overrun of China's projects . 
Spearman's rank correlation is a non-parametric measure among diffe rent parti es or 
factors and the strength and direction of the relationship . In this research, it is used to show 
the degree of agreement associated with the severity ranking of each two types of project 
while ignoring the ranking of the third one among the different types of project. 
Table 8: Spearman rank correlation coefficient 
Project Types 
Industry-Building 
Building-Heavy or Civil 
Industry- Heavy or Civil 
S pearman rank 
correlation coefficient 
0.648 
0.877 
0.723 
Significance level 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
Table 8 il lustrates the results of Spearman coeffici ent and signifi cance level. The 
correlation coefficient varies between + 1 and -1 , where + 1 implies a full agreement, whi le 
-1 results from a full disagreement. 
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Results show that there is relatively good agreement between each two types of 
project in ranking cost overrun causes with the highest degree of agreement (87.7%) 
between building construction and heavy or civil construction, while, the lowest degree of 
agreement is between industry construction and building construction of about 64.8%. Due 
to the good agreement between ail types of the construction project in ranking causes of 
cost overrun, ail data could be used for further analysis. 
5.4 R ELIAB ILITY ANALYS IS 
5.4.1 Reliability 
NUlmally (1967) defined reliability as "the extent to which [measurements] are 
repeatable and that any random influence which tends to make measurement different from 
the occasion to occasion is a source of measurement error." 
Generally speaking in statistics, reliability is the consistency of a set of measurements 
or of a measuring instrument, often used to describe a test. The Higher reliability does, the 
smaller the measurement error value is. Otherwise, the lat-ger measurement error value does, 
the lower the reliability is. Mostly, the Cronbach's ais used to measure the reliability. 
5.4.2 Coefficient alpha 
Cronbach's a is a coefficient ofreliability. Lee Cronbach was tirst named it alpha in 
1951. It is commonly used as a measure of the internai consistency. Meanwhile, coefficient 
alpha (Cronbach, 1951) is certainly one of the most important and pervasive statistics in 
research involving test construction and use. 
The standardized Cronbach's alpha can be defined as: 
I{ r 
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Where k is the number of items considered and r is the mean of the inter-item 
correlations the size of alpha is determined by both the number of items in the scale and the 
mean inter-item correlations. 
Cronbach's alpha will generally increase as the intercorrelations among test items 
raise, and is also known as an internai consistency estimate of reliability of test scores. 
Therefore, a commonly accepted rule fo r describing internaI consistency, which using 
Cronbach's alpha is as follows (George & Mallery, 2003): 
Table 9: The relationship with Cronbach's alpha coefficient and internai consistency 
Cronbach's alpha InternaI consistency 
a ~ .9 Excellent 
.9 > a ~ . 8 Good 
.8 > a ~ .7 Acceptable 
.7 > a ~ . 6 Questionable 
.6 > a ~. 5 Poor 
.5 > a Unacceptable 
As seen in this table, with the Cronbach's alpha coeffici ent increasing, the internai 
consistency of each variable will be increased. 
Cronbach's alpha reliability coeffici ent normally stays between 0 and 1. Actually, 
there is no lower limit to the coefficient. The closer Cronbach 's alpha coefficient is to 1.0 
the greater the internai consistency of the items in the scale. We should pay attention on the 
fac t that an alpha of .8 is probably a reasonable target. It also should be noted that while a 
high value fo r Cronbach 's alpha indicates better internai consistency of the items in the 
scale, it does not mean that the scale is unidimensional. 
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In this research, we also use the Cronbach's alpha coefficient and the Item-Total 
Correlation to measure the internai consistency of the test items. As to the coefficient alpha, 
it should be reached 0.6 at least that the variable can be seen as acceptable. If the coefficient 
alpha lower than 0.3 , the variable can be seen has the lowest reliability. Besides, the 
correlation of an item to total , it should be greater than 0.5 for the best. However, if it is 
smaller than 0.3, the variable also can be seen as bad reliability. 
The whole factor of the cost overrun in the research can be divided into eleven dimensions: 
• Design omissions and change (include 4 variables) 
• Decision making (include 2 variables) 
• Financial constrains (include 2 variables) 
• Cost escalation (include 10 variables) 
• Time delay (include 3 variables) 
• Size ofproject (include 2 variables) 
• Inflation (include 3 variables) 
• Policy (include 5 variables) 
• Technology (include 3 variables) 
• Management skills (include 7 variables) 
• Nature factors (include 2 variables) 
Through the reliability analysis by SPSS, the table presents that the Cronbach 's alpha 
of ail the dimensions are beyond 0.6, except the dimension "Design omissions and change" 
which just reaches 0.58l. Secondly, as can be seen as the table, the item-total correlation of 
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the entire variable lower than 0.3 has two items: Working negligence led to design 
omISSIOns (0.181) and Design changes in implementation phase (0 .200). They are 
belonging to the dimension "Design omissions and change". As their item-total correlation 
is lower than 0.3, the re liability is considered as unacceptable, and it is necessary to delete 
one or both. Thus, next step, it should be considered as the "Cronbach 's alpha if item 
deleted". If we deleted the variable, the Cronbach 's alpha of the dimension will be 
increased. We should be remaining the variable. If we deleted the variable, the Cronbach 's 
alpha of the dimension wi ll be decreased. We should be dropping it from the variable. 
Fi na Il y, according to the table, the variable "Design changes in implementation phase" 
should be removed of the factors. 
Table 10: Reliability init ial 
Corrected 
Cronbach's 
Dimension Variable 
Cronbach's 
Item-Total 
Alpha if 
Alpha 
Correlation 
Item 
Deleted 
Design omi ssions Working negligence led to design .581 .181 .505 
and change omi ssions cV 
Des ign over the scale and standard .540 .439 
Do not optimize the design .434 .473 
Des ign changes in implementation phase .200 " .604 
Decision maki ng Poor in vestment dec ision analys is .847 .737 
POOl' feas ibility study analys is .737 
Financial constrains Financial di fficulties of owner .9 17 .846 
Financial difficulties ofcontractor .846 
Cost escalat ion Unreasonab le estimation .810 .5 12 .790 
An increase in cap ita l after feasibil ity .399 .802 
study or duri ng construction 
Adjusted supervi sion Fee due to design .442 .798 
change 
[naccurate material quantity procurement .628 .777 
estilllate 
1 1 Materi al price Ilucluati on 1 1 .427 .799 1 
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Fluctuation of labor cost .387 .803 
Difficu lties in obtaini ng materi al in .603 .780 
local market 
Inaccurate esti mating the degree of .522 .789 
project complex ity 
Cost underestimation .649 .774 
M istakes during construct ion lead to .336 .8 14 
defecti ve work 
Time delay Time schedul e delays .909 .845 .845 
Long delays due to change .833 .856 
Delays during construction .774 .905 
Size and scope of Changes in scope( new add ition, .908 .832 
project extension) 
The size or the project .832 
Infl ati on Macro-economic factors .865 .8 16 .74 1 
Currency realignm ent .7 14 .838 
Priee increase .704 .846 
Policy Governlll ent regul ation .957 .843 .953 
Transport po licy .878 .947 
Politi ca l interests .896 .945 
Regional differences (po li cy) .899 .944 
Business and regul atory environ ment .896 .945 
Technology Pooriy establish co st contro l systems .9 15 .784 .9 13 
No practical use the earned value .899 .820 
management system 
Failure to use tools to manage the project .809 .897 
systematicall y 
Management skill s 1'001' contract management .895 .6 15 890 
POO l' site management .720 .877 
POO l' pl an ni ng and coordination .8 19 .865 
Poor co mmunication among co ntractor, .652 .884 
consul tant and owner 
Project ma nager lack ex peri ence .7 12 .877 
1 nappropri atelinex perieneed contractor .635 .886 
Budgeting spec iali st lack of capacity .728 .876 
Nature facto rs Natural fac tors .699 .537 
Regi onal di ITerences( nature) .537 
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After correcting the variable, the table I l is as followed , all the Cronbach's alpha of 
the dimensions are higher than 0.6. However, all the item-total corre lations are just bigger 
than 0.3. This is the result of the reliability analysis. 
Table Il: Reliability finally 
Cronbach's 
Corrected Cronbach's 
Dimension Variable 
Alpha 
Item-Total Alpha ifItem 
Correlat ion Deleted 
Design omissions Working negligence led to des ign .607 .374 .574 
and change omi ss ions 
Design over the scale and standard .505 .386 
Do not opti mi ze the design .378 .559 
Dec ision making POO l' investment dec ision analysis .847 .737 
Poor feasibility study analysis .737 
Financial Financial difficulti es of owner .9 17 .846 
constrains 
Financ ial difficult ies of contractor .846 
Co st escalati on Unreasonable estimation .810 .5 12 .790 
An increase in capital after feasib ili ty .399 .802 
study or during construction 
Adjustccl supervi sion l'ee due to design .442 .798 
change 
Inaccurate material quantity .628 .777 
procurement estimate 
Material price nuctuation .427 .799 
Fluctuation of labor cost .387 .803 
Difficulties in obtaining material in .603 .780 
local market 
In accurate est imating the degree of .522 .789 
project complcx ity 
Cost unclerest imat ion .649 .774 
M istakes c1uring construction leacl to .336 .8 14 
c1efective \Vork 
Time delay Time scheclule delays .909 .845 .845 
1 
1 LOIlQ. dcla\ s ciue lu chanl(e 
Delays c1 uring construct ion 1 
.
833
1 
.774 
.
856
1 
.905 
Size of project 
Infl ati on 
Poli c)' 
Techno logy 
Changes in scope(new additi on. 
extension) 
The size of the project 
Macro-economic factors 
Currency reali gnment 
Pri cc increase 
Government regulati on 
Transport policy 
Pol itical interests 
Regional di ffe rences(pol icy) 
Business and regul atory environm ent 
Poorl y establish cost cont ro l systems 
No practi cal use the earned value 
management system 
Failure to use too ls to manage the 
project systematically 
Management skill s Poor contract management 
Nature tàctors 
Poor site management 
Poor planning and coordination 
Poor communication among contractor, 
consultant and owner 
Project manager lack experience 
Inappropriatelinexperienced contractor 
Budgeti ng specialist lack of capacity 
Natural tàctors 
Regional c1i fferences(nature) 
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.908 .832 
.832 
.865 .8 16 .74 1 
.7 14 .838 
.704 .846 
.957 .843 .953 
.878 .947 
.896 .945 
.899 .944 
.896 .945 
.9 15 .784 .9 13 
.899 .820 
.809 .897 
.895 .6 15 .890 
.720 .877 
.8 19 .865 
.652 .884 
.712 .877 
.635 .886 
.728 .876 
.699 .537 
.537 
Factor analys is is a statistical technique used to condense an large number of 
variables with a view to determine the extent to which a group of measures shares common 
variance and summarize the variables into a small set of new composite factors which 
really can explain the pattern of correlation with a minimum loss of information (Hair, 
1995). 
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In this research, the principal component method was carried out using SPSS, which 
is the most common form of factor analysis. 
The procedure of principal component analysis can be called data reduction , which 
was used to extract a few underlying components (or factors) from a large initial set of 
observed variables when we don 't want to include aU the original measures in analyses but 
still wants to work with the information that they contain (O'Rourke et al., 2005). We can 
see this procedure more detail by figure 13: 
Figure 13: Procedure of principal component analysis (DeCoster, 1998) 
Measure 1 
Measure 2 Component 1 
Measure 3 
Measure 4 Component 2 
Measure 5 
5.5.1 KMO and Bartlett's Test 
However, before applying the factor analysis technique to sort out the main causes of 
construction project cost overrun, we must enquiry the suitability of data coUected. 
Table 12 : KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure ofSalllpling Adequacy. 
Bm1lelt's Test of Sphericity App rox. Chi-Square 
dl" 
Sig. 
.795 
3 161.568 
86 1 
.000 1 
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The table 12 above shows the KMO measure and Bartlett's statistics. Each of these 
assesses whether there are patterns of correlations in the data that indicate that factor 
analysis is suitable. The KMO scales from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating greater 
suitability. According to Kaiser (1974) , the KMO measures should be greater than 0.5 , 
which is for a satisfactory factor analysis to proceed. In this research, the value of overall 
KMO for this research is 0.795 greater than 0.7 (meritorious). It will be comfortable for 
processing factor analysis . The Bartlett ' s is significant [l (86) =3161 , p<O.OOI], it means 
the correlation matrix is an identify matrix. Thus, it justifies that factor analysis is suitable 
for this data set. These measures confirmed the suitability of the data for proceeding with 
factor analysis (Norusis, 1994). 
5.5.2 Communality 
The communality is simple defined as the sum of the squared factor loadings for ail 
factors for a given variable (row) is the variance in that variable accounted for by ail the 
factors. It measures the percent of variance in a given variable explained by aIl the factors 
jointly and may be interpreted as the reliability of the indicator. 
The initial communalities are estimates of the variance in each variable accounted for 
by ail components or factors. In here the value of initial communal ity is 1. 
The extraction column represents the proportion of shared variance for each variable. 
The value of extraction more closed to l, the communality more strong. 
The table 13 indicates that variables are fit weil with the factor solution. Because 
most extractions have the great proportions. 
Table 13: Communalities 
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Initial Extraction 
Working negli gence lead to design omi sion 1.000 .669 
Design over the scale and standard 1.000 .724 
Do not optimize the design 1.000 .790 
Poor investment deci sion analysis 1.000 .686 
Poor feas ibility study analysis 1.000 .670 
Financial di ffi culties of owner 1.000 .8 13 
Financial difficulties of contractor 1.000 .840 
Unreasonab le esti matio n 1.000 .684 
An increase in capital al'ter feasibi lity study 1.000 .806 
Adjusted supervision Fee due to design change 1.000 .69 1 
Inaccurate material quant ity procurement estimate 1.000 .770 
Material price fl uctuation 1.000 .740 
Fluctuat ion of labor cost 1.000 .8 13 
Difficulties in obtaining material in local market 1.000 .789 
Inaccurate estimating the degree of project complexity 1.000 .660 
Cost underest imat ion 1.000 .65 1 
Mistakes during construction lead to defective work 1.000 .740 
Time schedu le delays 1.000 .864 
Long delay due ta change 1.000 .860 
Delays during co nstruction 1.000 .767 
Changes in scope 1.000 .8 14 
The size of projecl 1.000 .75 1 
Macro-economic factors 1.000 .846 
Currency reali gnment 1.000 .760 
Priee increase 1.000 .745 
Government regulation 1.000 .778 
Transport po li cy 1.000 .868 
Po litical interests 1.000 .866 
Regional differences(po licy) 1.000 .904 
Business and regu latory ellvironment 1.000 .89 1 
poorly establish co st co ntrol systems 1.000 .758 
No practica l use the earned value management system 1.000 .859 
Failure to use tool s to manage systematically 1.000 .754 
Poor co ntract management 1.000 .76 1 
Poor site management. 1.000 .762 
1 Poor planning and coo rdin atio n 1.000 .802 
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Poor comm uni cation 1.000 .768 
Manager lack experience 1.000 .737 
In appropriate/i nexperience contracto r 1.000 .673 
Budgeting spec ial ist lack capacity 1. 000 .733 
Natural facto rs 1.000 .777 
Regional differences(Nature) 1.000 .597 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
5.5.3 Tota l variance explained 
The table 14 explains the total vanance. It was divided into three principle parts: 
Initial eigenvalues, Extraction sums of squared loadings and Rotation sums of squared 
loadings respectively. 
Initial eigenvalue extracts as many factors as there are variables, but when running 
the analysis, we set it to only extract factors that had eigenvalues above 1. As the part 
"Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings", it showed that nine factors have been extracted 
with eigenvalues over one, with the tenth factor having an eigenvalue of 0.925 . Remember 
that before analysis, we already set SPSS to use a varimax rotation to improve the 
extraction of factors. The values given for each factor after rotation is given in the 
"Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings". This section of the table will be used for the next 
section of interpretation. According to the table, nine factors have been extracted in this 
analysis, and here it can be se en that factor one has an eigenvalue of 7.677 and accounts for 
18.28% of the variance, factor two has an eigenvalue of 6.053 and accounts for 14.41 % of 
the variance and factor three has an eigenvalue of 4.784 and accounts for 11.31 % of the 
variance, factor four has an eigenvalue of 3.382 and accounts for 8.05% of the variance, 
factor five has an eigenvalue of2.571 and accounts for 6.12% of the variance and factor six 
has an eigenvalue of 2.395 and accounts for 5.7% of the variance, factor seven has an 
eigenvalue of2.183 and accounts for 5.2% of the variance, factor eight has an eigenvalue of 
1.861 and accounts for 4.43% of the variance and factor nine has an eigenvalue of 1.356 
1 
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and acco unts for 3.22% of the variance. In sum, the nine factors can explain 76.72% of the 
variance of variables. The propoli ion probably seems to be a good representation of the 
original data set. 
Table 14: Total Variance Explained 
In itia l Eigenvalues Extraction Sums ofSq uared Load ings Rotation Su ms of Squared Loadings 
%of % of %01' 
Component Tota l Vari ance Cumulative % Total Vari ance CUlllulative % Total Variance Cumulati ve % 
1 14.735 35.084 35.084 14.735 35 .084 35.084 7.677 18.280 18.280 
2 6.485 15.44 1 50.525 6.485 15.44 1 50.525 6.053 14.4 11 32.69 1 
3 2.311 5.503 56.029 2.3 11 5.503 56.029 4.748 Il .306 43.997 
4 1.792 4.267 60.296 1.792 4.267 60.296 3.382 8.052 52.048 
5 1.659 3.950 64 .246 1.659 3.950 64.246 2.571 6.122 58. 170 
6 1.530 3.642 67 .888 1.530 3.642 67.888 2.395 5.703 63.873 
7 1.425 3.394 7 1.282 1.425 3.394 71 .282 2.183 5. 198 69.07 1 
8 1.229 2.925 74.207 1.229 2.925 74.207 1.861 4.432 73.503 
9 1.060 2.525 76.732 1.060 2.525 76.732 1.356 3.229 76.732 
10 .925 2.202 78.934 
Il .834 1985 80.9 19 
12 .758 1.805 82.723 
13 .732 1.742 84.466 
14 .677 1.6 13 86.078 
15 .606 1.443 87.522 
16 .520 1.239 88.760 
17 .498 1.185 89.945 
18 .466 1.11 0 9 1.056 
19 .419 .997 92.053 
20 .325 .775 92.828 
21 .319 .760 93 .588 
22 .294 .699 94.288 
23 .289 .688 94 .976 
2-1 .250 .595 95 .570 
25 .23 1 551 96.121 
26 
1 
.220 
1 
.523 
1 
96.6-1-1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 27 .200 .-177 97121 
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28 . 161 .384 97 .505 
29 .146 .348 97 .853 
30 . 138 .328 98.181 
31 .120 .286 98.467 
32 .102 .242 98.709 
33 .098 .233 98.942 
34 .080 190 99. 132 
35 .073 .175 99.307 
36 .061 145 99.452 
37 .059 . 141 99.593 
38 .056 132 99.725 
39 .047 .113 99.838 
40 .030 .071 99.909 
41 022 .053 99.962 
42 .0 16 .038 100.000 
Extract ion Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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5.5.4 Scree plot analysis 
Figure 14: Scree Plot 
. 
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Figure 14 (above) is the scree plot of fort y-one items as analyzed in previous sections. 
The scree plot can be also used to confirm that nine fac tors have been extracted. In this 
fi gure, each point represents one of the factors, plotted along the X-axis, with its eigenvalue 
plotted up the Y-ax is. From thi s we can see that nîne factors have eigenvalues over one. 
5.5.5 Factors rotation 
To simplify the interpretation of factors, the varimax orthogonal rotation with Kaiser 
Normalization is used in this study. Varimax rotation attempts to minimize the number of 
causes that have been high loading on one factor. Table 15 shows nine fac tor loadings 
extracted from factor analysis technique. The criteri on for grouping of the factors was 
based on the principle that a variable which exhibits highest loading with value greater than 
0.50 in one component be longs to thi s camponent. Tbe last factai' "do not aptimize the 
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design" in table needed to drop out. Because this dimension j ust contained one cause, it was 
difficult to display the meaning of common facto rs. At the end, there were fOl"ty-one causes 
of cost overrun in the construction projects and they can be regrouped at eight dimensions. 
The eight dimensions should be renamed as: 
• External environment as FC 1 ( incl ude 9 causes) 
• Management and teclmology ski lls as FC 2 ( include 10 causes) 
• Project change as FC 3 ( include 5 causes) 
• Delays as FC 4 ( include 3 causes) 
• Design as FC 5 ( include 3 causes) 
• Financial constrains as FC 6 ( include 2 causes) 
• Materials as FC 7 ( include 2 causes) 
• Cost escalation as FC 8 ( include 2 causes) 
Table 15: Rotated Component Matrixa 
Causes 
Component (Factors) 
FC I FC2 FC3 FC4 FC5 FC6 FC7 FC8 FC9 
Regional differences(policy) .905 .07 1 .02 1 .161 .143 .105 -.012 .144 -.027 
Business and regul atory .889 .138 .004 .178 .092 .l31 -.092 . 11 6 -.038 
environment 
Po lit ical interests .880 .156 -.010 .1 19 .099 .059 -.0 12 .192 .057 
Transport policy .86 1 .186 .1 15 . 145 .143 .165 -007 .040 .092 
Govern ment regulation .806 .079 -.001 .198 .072 .24 1 .080 .111 .039 
Price increase .695 -.075 .030 .227 -.129 .106 .379 -.069 .168 
Macro economic factors .672 .155 -.037 .246 - 088 .101 .343 .015 .4 16 
Fluctuation of labor cost .635 .171 .1 75 -.06 1 -.038 .252 .525 -.064 -.029 
Currency real ignment .562 .272 -.045 .249 -.034 -.073 .329 .145 .412 
Poor planning and coordination .234 .75l .28 1 .232 .149 .098 .0 19 .0 13 .134 
No practical use the earned .260 .749 .027 .152 .186 .302 .266 .099 .004 
va lue management system 
Failure to use too ls to manage .344 .7 12 .057 .1 37 .093 .152 .24 1 .09 1 .092 
systematicall y 
POOl' site management .284 .645 .275 .324 .188 -.124 .083 -.151 .067 
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Poorly estab lish cost control .229 .639 -.023 .228 .376 .270 . 104 . 134 -.035 
systems 
Cost underestimati on . 11 7 .6 19 .348 . 165 .08 1 -.240 .058 .186 -.066 
Poor communication .329 .596 .337 .042 -.075 .37 1 -. 169 .052 . 124 
Unreasonab le estimation -.066 .547 .226 .09 1 .356 -. 162 .053 .3 73 . 164 
Poor contract management -.006 .526 .408 .040 .503 -. 140 . 193 -. 0 Il -.086 
1 nappropriate/ inexperience . 111 .513 .46 1 . 125 -.233 .209 .044 -. 09 1 .246 
contractor 
Changes in scope .006 .1 77 .872 .045 .1 14 .028 -.0 10 .082 .000 
The size of project .024 .119 .829 -.008 .11 2 -.004 .07 1 . 16 1 .076 
natural factors . 147 .089 .82 1 -.082 .2 13 -.068 .087 .04 1 .086 
Budgeting special ist lack capac ity -. 177 .505 .585 .067 .203 -.028 .227 .026 .065 
Manager lack ex peri en ce -. 11 4 .576 .580 . 13 1 .069 .108 -.048 -. 11 2 .090 
Long delay due to change .235 .245 -.037 .850 .0 14 .094 -.069 .074 .036 
Time schedu le delays .333 .247 -.096 .776 .067 .245 . 104 .064 .028 
Delays during construction .343 . 143 .092 .752 .027 .07 1 .079 . 102 . 180 
Working negligence lead to .009 . 157 . 160 -. 105 .723 -1 58 -.224 -.099 -.007 
design omi ss ion 
Design over the scale and .1 92 . 162 . 195 . 122 .659 .323 . 11 0 .034 .236 
standard 
Poor in vestment decision analys is .278 .305 .227 .252 .502 . 162 .328 . 107 .058 
Financial difficulties of owner .42 1 .1 3 1 -. 144 .1 90 .094 .735 .088 .069 .007 
Fi nancial difficulties of contractor .426 .223 .004 .3 14 .0 16 .670 . 122 .2 12 -.035 
In accurate mate ri al quantity .0 14 .447 .20 1 -.032 .094 -. 020 .666 .266 .068 
procurement estimate 
Material price fluctuation .388 . 140 . 16 1 .275 -.062 .379 .557 -. 105 .0 Il 
An increase after fea ibility study .208 . 11 0 . 192 . 13 1 -.07 1 . 193 -.155 .789 -.083 
Adjusted supervision fee due to .293 .038 .067 .062 .05 1 -.038 .306 .705 -.030 
design change 
Do not optimize the design .1 57 . 187 .275 . 149 .284 -.034 .0 11 -.1 30 .730 
Di fficu lties in obtaining mate rial .463 .357 .3 15 .4 19 . 175 -.093 .274 -.139 -. 194 
in local market * 
Regional difte renccs(nature) * .429 .274 .496 -.072 -.025 -.2 18 .1 70 .092 -.038 
Inaccurate estimate the degree of -.1 88 .39 1 .4 18 .349 .2 12 -. 150 .083 .057 -.3 12 
project complex ity * 
Poor leasib ility study analys is * .244 .2 18 .270 .4 17 .486 .094 .1 44 . 18 1 . 132 
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Mistakes during constructi on lead -.339 .367 .382 . 149 . 194 -.428 -.135 .285 .043 
to defective work * 
Extraction Method: Principal COlllponent Analys is. 
Rotation Method: Varilllax wi th Kai ser Norlllali zati on. 
Rotation converged in 19 iterations. 
*: load ing less th an 0.5 
Figure 15: A comparison of average severity indices 
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A comparison of average severity indices obtained by each dimension is portrayed in 
Figure 15. The top-ranked factor is found ta be designed with an average severity index of 
0.787, followed by project change with a S.L of 0.760. The other following factors were 
Management and technology skill s; Financial constrains; Materials; Delays; Cost escalation 
respectively. Furthermore, external environment scored the least average severity index of 
0.623. Detailed analysis of each group will be revealed in the following section. 
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5.5.6 Discuss the result of the Factor analysis 
According to the factor analys is, we got the results that the most affecting factors of 
the cost overruns in the China 's construction projects. The following sections, we need to 
discuss these findings. 
4.7.6 .1 Po licy and economic 
Figure 16: External environment 
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1 
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The external environ ment factor, including "Regional differences (policy)", 
"Business and regulatory environment" , "Priee increase", "Political interests", "Transport 
policy", "Government regulation" , "Fluctuation of labor cost ", "Macro-economic fac tors" 
and "Currency realignment", are of the most important in explaining cost overruns in 
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China's construction industry. But more specifically, the external environment can be 
composed of two explanations: "Government Policy and Regulations environment", and 
"Inflation" . 
The China's construction industry started to change in the early 1980s with the 
introduction of economic reforms and the opening up process. The governmental policies 
were subjected to review, change or update as reform progresses. Therefore, many 
provisional policies and regulations have been issued by both the central and local 
governments (Shen et al., 2001). When the variations happened by governmental actions, 
the changes in the project definitely existed, and it might result in construction rework, 
changes in scope of the project much after the project is approved and implementation has 
begun (Morris,1990), or many other problems. Ultimately, these reflections directly led to 
project cost overruns and significant impact on construction projects in China. 
The regulatory framework in China's construction industry has a number of 
regulations, which have been issued over time by Ministry of Construction and other line 
ministries on qualification of contractors, design specifications, competition, etc ( Ahmad & 
Yan, 1996). Each municipality of China has a quality control office to monitor the works 
quality in accordance with the specifications for assuring the quality of the works. However, 
the existing regulatory framework was incomplete and the legitimate interests of the 
enterprises couldn ' t be protected. The ability of construction associations to improve the CI 
(Construction Industry) is limited (Shen et al. , 2001). Within the regional differences, the 
government and business regulation environment happened to be different too, resulting 
into sorne unsound construction method and sorne unfair competition method. These 
improper behaviors inc\uded: contractor bribed the owners who got the lowest bid price; 
some design institution didn't have the qualification but still got the work; the contractor 
bribed the consultant that cheated the project owners, etc. Admittedly, these improper 
behaviors strongly hit the Chinese construction regulation environment, and resulted in the 
project cost overruns. 
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The inflation problem in China is due to the economic fluctuation, such as ex change 
rate change, currency issuance and tightening, etc. Harrison (1 981 ) carried out that inflation 
will lead to increasing of costs. More speci fically, inflation of materials, equipments, and 
other inputs to the project may vary geographically within a country, then, from country to 
country. As inflation goes up, interest rates will go up, and the project costs will increase 
inevitably. 
4.7.6.2 Management skills 
Figure 17: Management and technology skills 
Poor planning and coordination 
No practical use the earned 
value management system 
Failure to use tools to manage 
the proj ect systematically 
Poorly establish cost control 1 1 
Management and Il 1 
Poor site management technology skill s 
Cost underestimation 1 1 
Poor communication among 
contractor, consultant and owner 
Poor contract management 1 
Unreasonable estimati on 1 
1 
r napprop riatelinexperienced 
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There are ten causes explaining the "management and technology skills" affecting the 
cost overrun in China's construction industry : "Poor planning and coordination", "No 
practical use the earned value management system", "Failure to use tools to manage the 
project systematically", "Poorly establish cost control systems", "Poor site management", 
"Cost underestimation", "Poor communication among contractor, consultant and owner", 
"Poor contract management" , "U nreasonable estimation", "Inappropriatelinexperienced 
contractor" . 
Construction management skill is considered to be a serious problem in China. The 
past system of management still has a strong impact on current construction practices 
(Ahmad & Yan. 1996). Once this problem was screwed up, it is likely to a difficulty in 
resolving project cost overruns. 
One of the senous considerations has been glven by communication among 
contractor, consultant and owner. The respective roles of the "owner", the "consultant", and 
the "contractor" sometimes seemed to be virtually isolated in China. They have not a full 
communication that led to a poor coordination, even have a conflict to them. 
Whereas the contract management, responsibility system has developed rapidly, the 
corresponding development of managerial skills has not taken place as well as the project 
site management. The po or site management always became a tough problem in China and 
reflected the weakness of a contractor. It is mostly due to the inappropriate or inexperienced 
superintendent of proj ect often failure to use tools to manage his project systematically. 
Cost control management developed slowly. The cost estimate action often has error 
and is inadequate; the cost was sometimes underestimated and sometime overestimated. 
The using of cost control technique is immature in China. 
Ministry construction has been trying for several years to improve the management 
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performance step by step in the construction industry, but the task is daunting. This should 
be a high priority for China to train project owners, engineers, managers, technicians and 
workers alike to perform more effectively in a changing industry environment (Ahn1ad & 
Yan, 1996). 
4.7.6.3 Project change 
Project change concern as "Changes in scope", "Change the size of the proj ect", 
"Natural factors", " Budgeting speciali st lack of capacity" and "Project manager lack 
experience" . It is the second highly risk of the cost overruns. 
Figure 18: Proj ect change 
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The project size could have a significant impact on cost overruns. Jahren and Ashe ' s 
(1990) study also found that a cost overrun rate of 1- 11 % was more likely to occur on 
lat'ger projects than smaller ones. The mode for the rate of cost overruns for projects over 
$ 1,000,000 is approximately 2 % rather than near 0 %, which is typical for most categories, 
and the rate of co st overruns increases as the proj ect size increases. The similar opinion also 
presented by Flyvbj erg et al. (2004). ln China, there are various construction projects one 
year. The co st overrun risks of the large projects are higher than the small ones, because the 
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large project concern more factors and the scale of the construction duration and the 
investment co st are higher. It is difficult to control. 
Mon'is (1990) said that in many cases, changes in scope often occur because of 
incomplete or poor planning, which is revealed as such during implementation. It is the 
common problem in the China's construction industry. Change in scope may be due to 
execution of incomplete designs, which leads to variations (Alinaitwe, 2008). The other 
cause of change scope may be the fact that the new decisions on design were delayed to be 
delivered to the project owners. Addition work and rework are the reflections of the scope 
change, and therefore, large resources waste and cost oven'uns came out. 
Besides, "Budgeting specialist lack of capacity" and "Project manager lack 
experience" could easily and directly lead to construction resource waste and cost overruns. 
The natural factors mean the force majeure change. This is the act of the god. Nobody 
could forecast it, including China's construction participators. 
4.7.6.4 Delays 
In construction, a delay means a time overrun either beyond the contract date or 
beyond the date that the patiies have agreed upon for the delivery of the project. In both 
cases, a delay is usually a costly manner (O 'Brien, 1976). 
Herein, delays contain "Long delays due to change in scheme design track changes", 
"Time schedule delays", "Delays during construction". Construction delays are common in 
civil engineering projects in China, inevitably resulting in contractual claims and significant 
increased proj ect co st. 
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Figure 19: Delays 
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In China, insufficient knowledge of the construction sites lead to many delays in 
pl'ojects. Due to a pOOl' communication system in the site management, ail project teams 
and ail levels in the pl'oj ect were affected. Secondly, the design change and error also 
directly impact the complete time of the whole project. In many China ' s construction 
reports, this cause is being referred to many times, as it is often the trouble that causes the 
delay and it is difficult to avoid. Thirdly, the problems always happened during the 
construction phase, such as security problem, extra fees increasing, material price change 
due to inflation, even natural factors, etc. If one of them occurs, the delay problem will 
come out immediately. At the end, some small delays got together usuaily evolved into the 
delay of whole project schedule. 
4.7.6.5 Design 
" Working neg ligence led to design omiss ions", "Design over the scale and standard", 
and "Poor investment decision analysis" have composed the design factor. This factor is the 
most effective factor which affects the cost overrun in China' s construction project 
according to the analys is. 
Figure 20: Design 
Design over the scale and standard 
Design 
Poor investment dec ision analysis 
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It is obvious that design is the he ad phase of the project and relative with many 
phases among the construction. Design includes many things: error, omissions, negligence, 
and change. On the other hand, design problem often leads to po or decision making, delay, 
scope change and co st escalation. It exists frequently and widely. 
In China, design change and omISSIOn IS a ubiquitous problem among the 
construction project, and it's the most serious factor that caused a cost overrun compared 
with other factors. Many construction projects in China showed that more than 90 % of the 
projects have a design change and omission problem. The design change in China reflects 
other problems. Firstly, inadequate preparation of the design work led to lack of the 
intensive investigation during the design phase. Some design institutions perfunctory the 
design work led to more design omissions and errors due to poorly regulatory. Because 
some design institutions were the lowest bidders, they have the weak design capability, and 
then often result in adjustment of the design in the implementation phase. Secondly, some 
design agencies were not designed according to national standards, or lack comparative of 
some specifie designs that led to design change. Thirdly, as the owners increased their 
awareness of modern construction design, the requirements of design change are al ways 
proposed. Fourthly, the investor sometimes ignored or did not realize the importance of 
design on construction cost control, they didn't actively participate in the project design and 
decision-making, and they have no effective constrain and design plan from the investment 
angle. 
4.7.6.6 Financial constrains 
Ahmad and Yan (1996) indicated that there are many constraints on the financial 
aspects need to be addressed in China's construction industry. According our analysis result, 
financial constrains factor is mainly constituted by two variables "financial difficulties of 
owner" and "financial difficulties of contractor" . These two basic constraints include the 
difficulties in obtaining construction finance, funding shortages, slow payments to 
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contractors, etc. 
Figure 21: Financial cons trains 
Financial difficulties of owner 
Financial constrains 
Financial difficulties of contractor 
Many large constructions have cost overrun problems because of an insufficient fund. 
Owners did not build a financial plan and did not prepare an available fund for paying 
contractors as in contract agreement. In China, many large construction projects were 
invested by government, and there is often delay in payment for the completed work due to 
bureaucracy in government's depal1ments. Therefore, monthly payment to contractors for 
work is difficult and slow which may have impeded project progress and cause cost 
overruns. On the other hand, due to the slow return of funds, the contractor may have the 
funding shortage risk of the construction implementation. Moreover, some contractors have 
no detai/ed financial plan to prove the feasibil ity of the project and didn ' t submit the plan to 
the owner as one of criteria for contract award (Long et al. , 2008). This problem gives ri se 
to poor communications and conflict, which also influences the financial constraints in 
construction projects. 
4.7.6.7 Materials 
Materials impacts have two variables with "Inaccurate material quantity procurement 
estimate" and "Material price fluctuation". This factor has much effect on construction 
projects, which is a dynamic factor contributed to the cost overrun and cannot be ignored. 
Figure 22: Materials 
Inaccurate material quantity 
procurement estimate 
Material price fluctuation 
1 
1 
Materials 
1 
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China is an intensive user of raw materials. Construction materials are consuming a 
huge amount of raw material resourees (Ahmad & Yan, 1996), which have contributed to 
the shortage of materials and also impacted the priees rising. For example, in order to 
bene fit of the materials speculation, sorne unscrupulous material suppliers often accumulate 
the raw materials in markets. When materials were shortage in the market, the y sold them 
out at the high priees. Therefore, raw material priees on the market will have dramatic 
fl uctuation. 
In addition, the trend of inflation is likely lead to the demand exceeds supply, which 
creates the scarcity of goods and henee the priees of materials increase. The material priee 
fluctuation occurs because of the inflation, and it is always proved in China. 
4.7.6.8 Cost escalation 
"An increase in capital after feasibility study or during construction" and "Adjusted 
supervision fee due to design change" is more specifie to explain the co st escalation. 
Moreover, they represent the poor design, planning, and cost estimate in the project, and 
significantly cause cost overruns in China's construction industry. They often take plaee in 
the construction implementation phase in China. 
Figure 23: Cost escalation 
An increase in capital after 
feasibility study or during 
construction 
1 Cost escalation Il 1 - " . 
Adjusted supervision fee due to 
design change environment 
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5.6 COMPARI SO N WITH TH E EMPIRI CA L RESU LTS 
Cost oven'un is a signifi cant risk to the China's construction industry and the 
worldwide, Therefore, thi s thes is analyzes the principal factors affecting the cost overruns. 
The analysis result presents the eight fac tors. While in the literature review, there are eleven 
main factors according to the empirical results. The comparison has been shown below: 
Table 16: Comparison with the results 
The empirical result in the literature The finding result in xi 's thesis 
reVlew 
• Design omissions and change • External environment 
• Decision making • Management and technology 
• Financial constrains skills 
• Cost escalation • Proj ect change 
• Time delay • Delays 
• Size of project • Design 
• Inflation • Financial constrains 
• Policy • Materials 
• Technology • Cost escalation 
• Management sk ills 
• Nature fac tors 
From thi s table, we can see that the general trends are similar between these two 
results, which mean the principal factors affecting the cost overrun are essentially similar 
between the worldwide and China. While in China's construction industry sorne fac tors 
were classified more specific. According to China's construction environment, "Design" 
problem in china became the most intractability problem led to the cost overrun . The 
fo llowing were "Management and technology skill s" and "Project change". 
6.1 CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
Cost performance is a critical issue in construction industry. With global construction 
projects generally late and over budget, this study investigated the causes of cost overrun in 
construction projects in China. The research findings show that construction industry is 
suffering for the problem of cost overrun. They OCCUl' in various forms and magnitude on 
different construction project types. 
This study presents the research results obtained through questionnaire surveys 
conducted in China. A total of 43 variab les affecting construction cost overruns were 
identified through literature. And these 43 variables were evaluated and ranked by 
statistical analysis . A total of 8 factors of cost overrun in construction projects were 
grouped and provided on the basis of a comprehensive assessment of their likelihood of 
occurrence and magnitude of consequence on projects. Within the limitations of the data, 
results showed the factors with critical impacts on cost ove n'uns of construction projects 
include the following: External environment; Management and tec1mology skills; Project 
change; Delays; Design; Financial constrains; Materials; Cost escalation. The average 
severity index computed for each factor impacts on cost overruns ranged between 0.787 
and 0.623. This result prevailed that there is no significant variation in the ranking of each 
group. 
While the data on which the se findings are based are specific to China, it can be 
concluded that the main factors causing co st overruns on global construction projects 
reviewed in literature are similar to those experienced on construction projects in China. 
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The results of analysis and findings presented in this study could provide a guiding 
principle for reducing cost overruns tlu'ough the comprehensive understanding of co st 
overruns in construction industry of China. Furthermore, the findings can help the owners, 
contractors or any project stakeholder to propose and institute proactive measures that 
cou Id aveli the cost overruns. Foreign construction companies or investors , who intend to 
do construction business in China, will also benefit from the findings presented in this 
study. 
6.2 LIMITATION 
One limitation of this study is the sample. Most of the participants involved in this 
study are from eastern China, and the co st oven"un condition in construction projects they 
reported are affected by geographical positioning. The findings of this study can be applied 
to most parts of China, but will not rule out the special circumstances in certain areas. 
Another limitation is the selection of the factors which affect cost overrun in 
construction project. Construction project often has a long project cycle, and a variety of 
stakeholders are involved. There will certainly be sorne potential factor not found which 
can affect the cost overruns. These factors may have a significant impact on construction 
projects in certain circumstances, and they may have been omitted in this study. 
6.3 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
During the course of this study, there lS much scope for further research 111 the 
following areas: 
• Much focus should be placed on the major factors affecting construction cost. 
The further research can investigate the relationship among these major factors and 
clarify their impact on different stakeholders at the same time in order to reduce the 
co st of construction projects. 
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• Similar study can be do ne for a specific construction project, su ch as 
commercial buildings, hotels, parks, sports centers, etc. Detail studies can be done to 
evaluate or investigate the involvement and effect of specific causes of cost oven'un in 
construction projects . 
• The research can also be carried out in the specific region of China or the 
other countries. The researcher can determine how regional and cultural factors may 
have an impact on the findings of this study. This will help to a strong body of 
empirical knowledge related to causes of construction co st overrun in different regions 
for comparison . 
• With the development of procurement system and innovative management 
ski Ils, such as sourcing-supply chain management, earned value management, and so 
forth have recently been widely adopted in construction projects. The effectiveness of 
these innovative management systems on construction projects' performance is still 
unclear. The further research can be conducted by linking the new management system 
and causes of construction cost overruns, and provides some constructive comments 
for construction projects professionals. 

CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION GÉNÉRALE 
La gestion des coûts est un enjeu important dans les projets de construction. Cette 
étude s'est intéressée aux facteurs de dépassement des coûts dans les projets de 
construction en Chine. Pour ce faire , et suite sur revue de littérature sur le sujet, un 
questionnaire a été construit. Le questionnaire comprend cinq parties. La première partie est 
simplement une introduction visant à informer les répondants sur le contexte et les objectifs 
de la recherche. La partie deux questionne les répondants quant aux informations générales 
à propos des projets de construction qu'ils ont menés ou auxquels ils ont participé. Cette 
partie comprend des questions à propos du type de projet, de sa localisation, du type 
d'organisation, de l'envergure en termes de coût du projet et du délai de réalisation. La 
partie trois concerne les informations à propos des répondants. On y retrouve des questions 
à propos de la formation académique, de l'expérience de travail , du niveau de responsabilité 
dans le projet et de l'expérience pratique que possède le gestionnaire dans les dépassements 
de coûts. Dans la partie quatre, on retrouve les 43 facteurs de dépassement des coûts des 
projets issus de la revue de littérature. Ces 43 facteurs peuvent être catégorisés dans Il 
grandes dimensions. 
Ces grandes dimensions sont les erreurs dans le design et les changements, la prise de 
décision, les contraintes financ ières, l'augmentation des coûts, les délais dans le temps, la 
taille des projets, l'inflation, l'aspect politique des projets, la technologie, les habiletés 
managériales et les facteurs reliés à la nature (intempéries ou autres). Pour chacun de ces 
facteurs, on a demandé aux répondants de préciser la vraisemblance, selon eux, de 
l' occurrence de ces différents facteurs au moyen d ' une échelle en cinq points. La cinquième 
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parti e du questionnaire consistait tout simplement à demander aux répondants s'il s 
voula ient recevoir un résumé de l'étude et de nous fo urnir alors leur courri e l. 
Le questionnaire a été envoyé à III persolmes travaillant dans le domaine de la 
construction en Chine. Des contacts personnels sont à l'origine de près de la moitié des 
répondants qui en ont alors référé d ' autres. L' échantillon pourrait être considéré comme un 
échantillon boule de neige, ce qui est sans doute une limite à la généralisation des résultats 
obtenus. 95 de ces 111 perso!Ules ont répondu au questionnaire ce qui donne un taux de 
réponse de 87 %. Ce taux de réponse est très bon d'après Moser et Kalton' s (1 989) . Par 
ailleurs, parmi les 95 répondants, plus de la moitié ont demandé à recevo ir un résumé des 
résultats, ce qui semble être un bon indicateur de l' intérêt de l'étude pour ceux-ci et de la 
qualité de leurs réponses. 
Ces 43 variables ont été évaluées et classées, par analyse statistique, selon leur niveau 
d ' importance et les résultats sui vants ont été obtenus. 
Total 
Causes 
Indice de 
Sévérité 
Rang 
Conception dépassant les standards 0.81 3 1 
Modificati ons de conception dans la mi se en œuvre 0.802 2 
Changements dans l' envergure 0.789 3 
Ta ille et envergure du projet 0.783 4 
Faiblesse de l'analyse dans la déci sion d' investi ssement 0.781 5 
Estimation déraisonnable 0.770 6 
Négli gence da ns le trava il 0.766 7 
Fa iblesse de l'analyse de fa isabili té 0.766 8 
Erreurs lors de la construction 0. 762 9 
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Ne pas optimiser la conception 0.757 10 
Mauvaise gestion des contrats 0.754 Il 
Manque d'expérience du chef de projet 0. 743 12 
Manque de spéc ialiste pour le suivi budgétaire 0.743 13 
Facteurs naturels 0.741 14 
Sous estimation des coüts 0.740 15 
Mauvaise estimation du degré de complexité du projet 0.736 16 
Inexpérience des contracteurs 0.733 17 
Faiblesse du système de contrôle des coüts 0.720 18 
Mauvaise gestion du site 0.718 19 
Augmentation du capital après une étude de fai sabilité 0.716 20 
ou lors de la construction 
Difficultés financières des propriétaires 0.7 11 2 1 
Fluctuations des prix des matériaux 0.709 22 
Délais excessifs dus aux changements 0.709 23 
Mauvaise planification et/ou coordination 0.703 24 
Augmentation des prix 0.701 25 
Mauvaise commun ication entre les contracteurs, les 0.693 26 
propriétaires et les consultants 
Retards dans le planning 0.691 27 
Non-utili sation de la valeur gagnée (EYM) 0.685 28 
Difficultés financières des contracteurs 0.684 29 
Mauvaises estimations dans la gestion des 0.684 30 
approvi sion nemen ts 
Retards durant la construction 0.677 31 
Echec dans l' uti 1 isation systématique d 'outi Is de gest ion de 0.676 32 
projet 
Fluctuation du coüt des ressou rces humaines 0.672 33 
Facteurs macroéconomiques 0.669 34 
Aj ustement des coüts de supervi sion aux changements dans 0.662 35 
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la conception 
Difficultés d'obtenir les matéri aux sur le marché local 0.65 1 36 
Différences dans les politiques régionale 0.643 37 
Réglementation go uvernementale 0.624 38 
Taux de change entre les monnaies 0.615 39 
Intérêts po li tiques 0.589 40 
Environ nement d'affa ires et réglementaire 0.5 87 4 1 
Différences rég ionales 0.579 42 
Pol itiques de tra nspol1 0.568 43 
Ces variables ont été regroupées, par une analyse factoriell e en composantes 
principales, en un total de 8 grands facteurs de dépassement de coûts. La validité 
conceptuelle de ces 8 grandes dimensions a été vérifiée par une analyse de l'alpha de 
Cronbach. Ces grandes dimensions du dépassement des coûts dans les projets de 
construction en Chine sont: 
• Environnement externe 
• Changements dans Je projet 
• Habiletés managéri ales et technologiques 
• Gest ion du temps 
• Conception 
• Contraintes financières 
• Matériaux 
• Augmentation des coûts 
Ces analyses ont donc permis de déterminer les différentes variables qui contribuaient 
à chacune de ces dimensions. Fina lement, l' importance relative de ces di Fférentes 
dimensions a été ca lcu lée et c ' est ce qui a perm is voir lesquelles étaient les plus critiques 
dans le dépassements de coût. 
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Les résultats obtenus montrent que les facteurs ayant un impact critique sur les 
dépassements de coùts des projets de construction sont les suivants: l'environnement 
externe, la gestion et les compétences technologiques, les changements dans les projets, les 
retards, le processus de conception ; les contraintes financières et les coùts des 
matériaux. Bien que les données sur lesquelles ces conclusions sont basées restent 
spécifiques aux projets de construction en Chine, on peut néanmoins conclure que les 
principaux facteurs trouvés dans cette étude viennent confirmer ceux obtenus dans la revue 
de littérature, bien que l'ordre d ' importance ne puisse être comparé, car cette donnée n'est 
pas présente dans toutes les études empiriques issues de la revue de littérature. 
En conclusion, cette étude a permis de valider et de ranger les principaux facteurs de 
dépassement de coùt dans les projets de construction en Chine. Si le nombre de répondants 
avait été plus important, d ' autres analyses auraient pu être conduites, par exemple, une 
comparaison des résultats selon les différentes parties prenantes possibles d'un projet de 
construction (client, entrepreneu, etc). Les résultats de l'analyse et les conclusions présentés 
dans cette étude pourraient par ailleurs fournir des indications intéressantes pour la 
réduction des dépassements de coûts dans l'industrie de la construction en Chine. En outre, 
les résultats peuvent aider les propriétaires, les entrepreneurs ou toute autre partie prenante 
du projet à proposer et à instituer des mesures proactives qui pourraient permettre d'éviter 
les dépassements de coùts de leurs futurs projets de construction. 
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APPENDICES 
F REQUENCY OF RESPONSE FOR VARI ABLES 
work ing negligence led to design omission 
wo rking negligence led to design omiss ion(DO) 
Notatall Sli ghtly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infl uen ti al infl uential influenti al influ ential infl uentia l Tota l 
project type Indus tri al Cou nt 0.00 1.00 3.00 7.00 4.00 15.00 
constru ction % wi thin 0.00 0.07 0.20 047 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 3.00 5.00 8.00 13.00 16.00 45.00 
constructi on % with in 0.07 0.11 0 .18 0.29 0.36 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 000 1.00 8.00 16.00 5.00 30 .00 
civi l % with in 0.00 0.03 0.27 0.53 0.17 1.00 
cons tru ction project typ e 
other Count 000 0.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.20 040 04 0 1.00 
project type 
Tota l Count 3.00 7.00 20.00 38 .00 27 .00 95.00 
% with in 0.03 0.07 0.21 04 0 0.28 1.00 
project type 
design over the scale not follow standard , 
des ign over the scal e,not fo ll ow stand ard (DO) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential in fl uential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus tri al Count 000 1.00 1.00 6.00 7.00 15.00 
constru cti on % within 0.00 0.07 0.07 04 0 04 7 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 1.00 9.00 21.00 13.00 44 .00 
constru ction % within 0.00 0.02 0.20 04 8 0.30 1.00 
projects project typ e 
Heavy or Count 000 2.00 4 .00 14.00 10.00 30 .00 
civi l %withi n 000 0.07 0.13 04 7 0.33 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Cou nt 000 1.00 2.00 000 2.00 5.00 
% wi thin 000 0.20 04 0 0.00 04 0 1.00 
project type 
Tota l Cou nt 0.00 5.00 16.00 41 .00 32 .00 94 .00 
%within 0.00 0.05 0.17 044 0.34 1.00 
project type 
11 2 
do not optimize the des ign 
do not optimize the design (DO) 
Not at ail Slightly Somewha t Very Extremely 
influentia l influentia l influential influentia l influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 2.00 2.00 7.00 4.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.13 0.13 OA7 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 5.00 1000 19.00 10.00 44 .00 
construction % with in 0.00 0.11 0.23 OA3 0.23 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 000 4.00 2.00 20.00 4.00 30 .00 
civi l % within 0.00 0.13 0.07 0.67 0.13 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.20 0.20 OAO 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 000 12.00 15.00 48.00 19.00 94.00 
% within 000 0.13 0.16 0.51 0.20 1.00 
project type 
des ign change in implementation phase 
design change in implementation phase(DO) 
Not atall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influentia l Tota l 
project type Industrial Count 0.00 1.00 4 .00 6.00 4.00 15.00 
construction % within 000 0.07 0.27 OAO 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Bu ilding Count 0.00 3.00 8.00 19.00 14.00 44 .00 
cons truction % within 0.00 0.07 0.18 OA3 0.32 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 000 1.00 6.00 13.00 9.00 29.00 
civil % within 0.00 0.03 0.21 OA5 0.31 1.00 
cons truction project type 
oth er Count 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 2.00 5.00 
% within 000 0.00 0.00 0.60 OAO 1.00 
project type 
Total Cou nt 0.00 5.00 18.00 41 .00 29 .00 93.00 
% wi thin 0.00 0.05 0.19 OA4 0.31 1.00 
project type 
113 
poor investment decision analysis 
poor investment decision analysis(DM) 
Notatall Sligh tl y Somewhat Very Exlremely 
in fluentia l influential infl uential influen tial influen ti al Total 
project type Indus trial Count 000 1.00 4.00 7.00 3.00 15.00 
cons tru cti on % within 000 0.07 0.27 047 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Cou nt 1.00 2.00 5.00 26 .00 1000 44 .00 
cons truction % within 0.02 0.05 0.11 0.59 0.23 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Cou nt 0.00 4 .00 5.00 13.00 8.00 30.00 
civil %within 000 0.13 0 .17 043 0.27 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.20 040 04 0 1.00 
project type 
Total Cou nt 1.00 7.00 15.00 48 .00 23 .00 94.00 
% within 0.01 0.07 0.16 0.51 0.24 1.00 
project type 
poor feasibility study analysis 
poor feasibility s tudy analysis(DM) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
in fluential influential influential influential infiuential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 000 0.00 4 .00 7.00 4.00 15.00 
constru ction % within 0.00 0.00 0.27 047 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 1.00 6.00 5.00 21 .00 11 .00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.02 0.14 0.11 048 0.25 1.00 
projects project type 
Hea vy or Count 1.00 2.00 6.00 14.00 7.00 30 .00 
civil % within 0.03 0.07 0.20 047 0.23 1.00 
constructi on project type 
other Cou nt 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 000 040 040 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Cou nt 2.00 8.00 17.00 44 .00 23.00 94 .00 
%within 0.02 0.09 0.18 047 0.24 1.00 
project type 
114 
f inanc ial difficulties of owner 
financial difficulties of owner(F cons train ) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.13 0.20 0.27 0.33 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Cou nt 000 8.00 10.00 20.00 6.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.00 0.18 0.2 3 0.45 0.14 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 2.00 3.00 8.00 13.00 4.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.07 0.10 0.27 0.43 0.13 1.00 
construction project type 
other Count 000 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 13.00 23 .00 39.00 16.00 94 .00 
%within 0.03 0.14 0.24 0.41 0.17 1.00 
project type 
f inanc ial difficulties of cont ra ctor 
financial difficulties of contractor(F cons train ) 
Not at ail Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influen tial influential influentia l influential influential Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.13 0.13 0.33 0.33 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 10.00 1000 21.00 4.00 45 .00 
construction % within 000 0.22 0.22 0.47 0.09 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavyor Count 2.00 3.00 13 .00 9.00 3.00 30.00 
civil %with in 0.07 0.10 OA3 0.30 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Cou nt 0.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 000 0.20 OAO 0.20 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 16.00 2700 36 .00 13.00 95 .00 
% within 0.03 0.17 0.28 0.38 0.14 1.00 
project type 
115 
unreasonable estimation 
unreasonable estimation(cost escalation) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influentia l influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 1.00 4 .00 8.00 2.00 15.00 
cons truction % within 000 0.07 0.27 0.53 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Bui lding Count 1.00 1.00 11 .00 22.00 10.00 45 .00 
construction % within 0.02 0.02 0.24 OA9 0.22 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 2.00 7.00 8.00 11.00 29.00 
civil %within 0.03 om 0.24 0.28 0.38 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 000 000 1.00 3.00 0.00 4.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.75 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 2.00 4.00 23.00 41 .00 23 .00 93.00 
%within 0.02 0.04 0.25 OA4 0.25 1.00 
project type 
an increase after feasiblity study 
an increase afterfeasiblily study(CE) 
Notata ll Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 000 000 5.00 6.00 4.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 000 0.33 OAO 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 3.00 18 .00 19.00 4.00 44 .00 
construction % within 000 0.07 OA1 OA3 0.09 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 0.00 4.00 1100 13.00 2.00 30 .00 
civil %within 000 0. 13 0.37 OA3 0.07 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 0.00 4.00 
%within 000 0.00 0.25 0.75 000 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 0.00 7.00 35.00 41 .00 10.00 93 .00 
%within 0.00 0.08 0.38 OA4 0.11 1.00 
project type 
11 6 
adjusted supervision tee due to 0 change 
adjusted supervis ion fee due to D change(CE) 
Not atall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuential infiuential infiuential influential infiuential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 2.00 5.00 6.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 000 0.13 0.33 040 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 1.00 6.00 17 .00 1700 3.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.02 0.14 0.39 0.39 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 000 7.00 12 .00 10.00 1.00 30.00 
civi l %within 0.00 0.23 040 0.33 0.03 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 000 0.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 4 .00 
% wi th in 000 000 0.75 0.25 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 15.00 37 .00 34 .00 6.00 93 .00 
% within 0.01 0.16 040 0.37 0.06 1.00 
project type 
inaccurate material quantity estimate 
inaccurate material quantity estim ate(CE) 
Not at ail Sli ghtly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuential infiuential infiuential influential infiuential Total 
project type Indus tria l Count 0.00 1.00 900 3.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.07 0.60 0.20 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 4.00 13 .00 23 .00 4.00 44.00 
construction % within 000 0.09 0.30 0.52 0.09 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 2.00 5.00 900 13.00 1.00 30.00 
civil %within 0.07 0.17 0.30 043 0.03 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 000 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 
% within 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Tota l Cou nt 2.00 11.00 33.00 40.00 7.00 93.00 
% wi thin 0.02 0.12 0.35 043 0.08 1.00 
project type 
117 
material price fluctuation 
material price fiuctuation(CE) 
infiuential infiuential infiuential infiuential infiuential Total 
project type Indus trial Cou nt 0.00 0.00 7.00 5.00 3.00 15.00 
construction % within 000 0.00 047 0.33 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 4.00 23 .00 10.00 7.00 44.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.09 0.52 0.23 0.16 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 000 3.00 9.00 17.00 1.00 30.00 
civil % wi thin 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.57 0.03 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.20 000 0.60 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 0.00 8.00 39 .00 35.00 12.00 94.00 
% within 0.00 0.09 041 0.37 0.13 1.00 
project type 
fluctuation of labour cost 
fluctuation of labour cost(CE) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential infiuential infiuential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 1.00 6.00 4 .00 3.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.07 040 0.27 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 5.00 21 .00 15.00 3.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.00 0.11 048 0.34 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 0.00 4.00 15 .00 9.00 2.00 30.00 
civil % within 000 0.13 0.50 0.30 0.07 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 0.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 11 .00 43.00 31 .00 8.00 94.00 
% within 0.01 0.12 046 0.33 0.09 1.00 
project type 
11 8 
difficutly obtain material in local market 
diffi cutly obtain materia l in local marke t(CE) 
Notata ll Sligh tly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influentia l inftuential influential influentia l Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 0.00 6.00 5.00 3.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.00 04 0 0.33 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Cou nt 3.00 3.00 23 .00 13.00 2.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.07 0.07 0.52 0.30 0.05 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Coun t 1.00 4.00 12.00 13.00 0.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.03 0.13 040 043 0.00 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 040 0.20 040 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 5.00 9.00 42 .00 33 .00 5.00 94 .00 
% within 0.05 0.10 045 0.35 0.05 1.00 
project type 
cost underestimation 
co st underes tim ati on(C E) 
Not atall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influenti al influential inftuential inftuential in ftuentia l To tal 
project type Indus trial Count 000 1.00 3.00 6.00 5.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.ü7 0.20 04 0 0.33 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 2.00 2.00 12 .00 18.00 10.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.05 0.05 0.27 041 0.23 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 1.00 1000 15.00 3.00 30.00 
civil % wi thin 0.03 0.03 0.33 0.50 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.20 04 0 040 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 5.00 27 .00 41 .00 18.00 94.00 
% wi thin 0.03 0.05 0.29 044 0.19 1.00 
project type 
119 
mistakes during construction 
mistakes during construction(defective work)CE 
Notata ll Sli ghtly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential inftuential influential influential inftuential Total 
project type Industrial Count 000 000 4.00 5.00 6.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.33 OAO 1.00 
projects project type 
Bui lding Count 2.00 2.00 14.00 12.00 14.00 44.00 
construction % within 0.05 0.05 0.32 0.27 0.32 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 3.00 11 .00 5.00 10.00 30.00 
civil %within 0.ü3 0.10 0.37 0.17 0.33 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Cou nt 0.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 
%wi thin 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 5.00 30 .00 25.00 31 .00 94 .00 
%within 0.03 0.05 0.32 0.27 0.33 1.00 
project type 
time schedule delays 
time schedule delays(schedu le overrun)D 
Not ata ll Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 1.00 4 .00 7.00 2.00 14.00 
cons truction % within 0.00 0.07 0.29 0.50 0.14 1.00 
projects project type 
Bui lding Count 0.00 12.00 1000 17.00 6.00 45 .00 
construction % within 0.00 0.27 0.22 0.38 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 4.00 12 .00 10.00 3.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.03 0.13 OAO 0.33 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 OAO 0.00 0.60 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 17.00 28 .00 34 .00 14.00 94 .00 
% within 0.01 0.18 0.30 0.36 0.15 1.00 
project type 
120 
long delay due to change 
long delay due to change(in scheme desige)D 
Notatall Slightii Somewhat very extreme ly 
infiuential infiuential intluential infiuential infiuential Total 
project type Industrial Count 0.00 1.00 3.00 6.00 4.00 14.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.07 0.21 OA3 0.29 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 1.00 8.00 11 .00 19.00 4.00 43 .00 
construction % within 0.02 0.19 0.26 OA4 0.09 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 3.00 12 .00 1000 4.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.03 0.10 OAO 0.33 0.13 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.60 1.00 
project type 
Total Cou nt 2.00 12.00 27 .00 36.00 15.00 92.00 
%within 0.02 0.13 0.29 0.39 0.16 1.00 
project type 
de lays during construct ion 
delays during cons truction(D) 
Notatall Slightii Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuen tial infiuential infiuential infiuential infiuential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 14.00 
cons truction % with in 0.00 0.07 0.36 0.36 0.21 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 1000 19.00 11 .00 4 .00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.00 0.23 OA3 0.25 0.09 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 6.00 9.00 9.00 5.00 30 .00 
civil % within 0.03 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.17 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Coun t 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 
% within 000 0.00 0.20 OAO OAO 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 17.00 34.00 27 .00 14.00 93.00 
% within 0.01 0.18 0.37 0.29 0.15 1.00 
project type 
121 
changes in scope 
changes in scope(size) 
Not atall Slightii Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential inftuential influential influential inftuential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 0.00 4 .00 3.00 7.00 15.00 
construction % wi thin 0.07 000 0.27 0.20 OA7 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 2.00 15.00 8.00 19.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.00 0.05 0.34 0.18 OA3 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Cou nt 000 3.00 6 .00 11.00 10.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.37 0.33 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 
%within 000 DAO 0.00 DAO 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 7.00 25 .00 24.00 37.00 94 .00 
%wi thin 0.01 0.07 0.27 0.26 0.39 1.00 
project type 
change the size of project 
change the size ofproject(size) 
Notatall Sl ightii Somewha t Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 000 4.00 3.00 7.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.00 0.27 0.20 OA7 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 3.00 11.00 1300 18.00 45.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.07 0.24 0.29 DAO 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 0.00 3.00 8.00 10.00 9.00 30.00 
civil %within 0.00 0.10 0.27 0.33 0.30 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 000 5.00 
%within 000 DAO 000 0.60 000 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 8.00 2300 29.00 34 .00 95.00 
%within 0.01 0.08 0.24 0.31 0.36 1.00 
project type 
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macro ecnomico factors 
macro ecnomico fa ctors( infl ati on) 
Not at all Slightii Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential infl uentia l in fluential in fl uentia l Tota l 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.27 0.27 0.20 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 000 10.00 14 .00 17.00 3.00 44.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.23 0.32 0.39 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Cou nt 0 00 6.00 11 .00 1000 3.00 30 .00 
civi l % within 000 0.20 0.37 0.33 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 4.00 
% within 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.75 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 0.00 21 .00 29 .00 33.00 10.00 93 .00 
% within 000 0.23 0.31 0.35 0.11 1.00 
project type 
currency real ignment 
currency rea li gnm ent(i nfl ati on) 
Notat all Slightii Somewhat Very Extremely 
influenti al in fluenti al influen tia l influentia l in fl uential To tal 
project type Indus trial Count 000 3.00 7.00 4.00 1.00 15.00 
cons truction % wi th in 0.00 0.20 OA7 0.27 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 1.00 16.00 13.00 12.00 2.00 44.00 
cons truction % wi thin 0.02 0.36 0.30 0.27 0.05 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 7.00 9.00 12.00 1.00 30.00 
ci vil % wi thin 0.03 0.23 0.30 OAO 0.03 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 4.00 
% within 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 2.00 27 .00 30 .00 30.00 4.00 93 .00 
% within 0.02 0.29 0.32 0.32 0.04 1.00 
project type 
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priee inerease(inflation) 
pri ee increase(inflation) 
Not atall Slightl y Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Industrial Count 0.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 15.00 
constru ction % within 0.00 0.13 0.33 0.33 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 7.00 14.00 19.00 4.00 44.00 
cons truction % within 0.00 0.16 0.32 0.43 0.09 1.00 
projeets project type 
Heavy or Count 0.00 6.00 8.00 13.00 3.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.00 0.20 0.27 0.43 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 000 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 4 .00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.50 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 0.00 15.00 28 .00 38 .00 12.00 93 .00 
%within 0.00 0.16 0.30 0.41 0.13 1.00 
project type 
government regulation(poliey) 
government regulation(policy) 
Notatall Slightl y Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 5.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.33 0.13 0.27 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 3.00 12.00 13 .00 11 .00 5.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.07 0.27 0.30 0.25 0.11 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 2.00 10.00 4.00 10.00 4.00 30 .00 
civil % within 0.07 0.33 0.13 0.33 0.13 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 4.00 
% within 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.25 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 6.00 28.00 21 .00 25 .00 13.00 93 .00 
% within 0.06 0.30 0.23 0.27 0.14 1.00 
project type 
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transport policy 
trans po rt poli cy(policy) 
Notata ll Slightly Somewhat Very Extreme ly 
influential in fl uential influen tial in fl uential influentia l To tal 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 5.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.33 0.20 0.27 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 4.00 14.00 14.00 9.00 3.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.09 0.32 0.32 0.20 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Cou nt 3.00 12.00 8.00 6.00 1.00 30.00 
civil %wi thin 0.10 04 0 0.27 0.20 0.03 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 5.00 
% wi thin 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.00 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 8.00 32 .00 28 .00 19.00 7.00 94 .00 
% within 0.09 0.34 0.30 0.20 0.07 1.00 
project type 
political interests 
pOlitica l interes ts(policy) 
Not at all Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influentia l infl uenti al influential influential influentia l Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % with in 0.07 0.33 0.13 0.33 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Cou nt 5.00 13.00 15.00 5.00 5.00 43 .00 
construction % within 0.12 0.30 0.35 0.12 0.12 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 3.00 12.00 3.00 7.00 5.00 30 .00 
civil % within 0.10 040 0.10 0.23 0.17 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 000 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.20 040 0.20 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 9.00 31 .00 22.00 18.00 13.00 93 .00 
% wi thin 0.10 0.33 0.24 0.19 0.14 1.00 
project type 
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regional differences 
regional differences(policy) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuential influential influential infiuential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 4.00 2.00 6.00 2.00 15.00 
constructi on % within 0.07 0.27 0.13 040 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 2.00 19.00 11.00 9.00 3.00 44 .00 
construction % within 0.05 043 0.25 0.20 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavyor Count 0.00 16.00 6.00 6.00 2.00 30 .00 
civil %with in 0.00 0.53 0.20 0.20 0.07 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 000 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 000 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 40 .00 22.00 22 .00 7.00 94 .00 
%within 0.03 043 0.23 0.23 0.07 1.00 
project type 
business and ragulatory environment 
business and ragulatory environment(policy) 
Notatal l Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuential infiuen tial influential infiuential influential To tal 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.33 0.13 0.33 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Bui ld ing Count 2.00 15.00 14.00 9.00 4.00 44.00 
construction % within 0.05 0.34 0.32 0.20 0.09 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 13.00 8.00 7.00 1.00 30.00 
civil %within 0.03 043 0.27 0.23 0.03 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 5.UO 
%within 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 4.00 34.00 27.00 22 .00 7.00 94 .00 
%within 0.04 0.36 0.29 0.23 0.07 1.00 
project type 
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poorly establish cost control systems 
poo rl yes tablish costcontro l systems(TECH) 
Notata ll Slightl y Somewha t Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influ ential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 000 1.00 4.00 8.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.07 0.27 0.53 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Bui lding Cou nt 000 1.00 12 .00 23.00 6.00 42.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.02 0.29 0.55 0.14 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 5.00 10.00 11 .00 3.00 30.00 
civi l % with in 0.03 0.17 0.33 0.37 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 000 5.00 
% within 0.00 040 0.20 040 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Tota l Count 1.00 9.00 27 .00 44 .00 11 .00 92 .00 
% within 0.01 0.10 0.29 0.48 0.12 1.00 
project type 
less use EV management system 
less use EV management system(TECH) 
Not ata ll Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influentia l Total 
project type Indus trial Count 0.00 2.00 5.00 6.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 000 0.13 0.33 040 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Bui ld ing Count 0.00 3.00 18.00 17.00 4.00 42 .00 
cons truction % within 000 0.07 043 0.40 0.10 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavyor Count 000 6.00 11 .00 10.00 3.00 30.00 
civil % within 000 0.20 0.37 0.33 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 040 040 0.20 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 0.00 13.00 36.00 34 .00 9.00 92.00 
% within 0.00 0.14 0.39 0.37 0.10 1.00 
project type 
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failure use tools to manage systematically 
failure use tools to manage sys temati cally(T) 
Not atall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuential infiuential infiu ential infiuential infiuential Total 
pro ject type Indus trial Count 1.00 1.00 5.00 6.00 2.00 15.00 
cons tru cti on % wi thi n 0.07 0.07 0.33 040 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Cou nt 1.00 3.00 17.00 16.00 5.00 42.00 
constru cti on % wi thin 0.02 0.07 040 0.38 0.12 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 5.00 14.00 6.00 4.00 30.00 
civil %within 0.03 0.17 047 0.20 0.13 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Cou nt 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Cou nt 3.00 1000 39.00 29.00 11 .00 92.00 
% within 0.03 0.11 04 2 0.32 0.12 1.00 
project type 
poor contract management 
poor contract managem ent(MS) 
Not at all Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
infiuential infiuential infiuential infiuential infiuential Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 1.00 5.00 6.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % wi th in 0.07 0.07 0.33 04 0 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 1.00 16.00 18.00 10.00 45.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.02 0.36 040 0.22 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 2.00 2.00 8.00 6.00 12.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.07 0.07 0.27 0.20 040 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 4.00 3000 33.00 25.00 95.00 
%within 0.03 0.04 0.32 0.35 0.26 1.00 
project type 
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paar site management 
poor si te management(MS) 
Not ata ll Sli ghtly Somewha t Very Extremely 
influential influential in fluenti al influen ti al influen tia l Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 2.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 15.00 
cons tru ction % within 0.07 0.13 0.27 0.33 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 000 3.00 12.00 28.00 2.00 45.00 
constructi on % within 0.00 0.07 0.27 0.62 0.04 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 4.00 8.00 13.00 4.00 30 .00 
civi l %within 0.03 0. 13 0.27 OA3 0.13 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 2.00 9.00 25 .00 49.00 10.00 95 .00 
% with in 0.02 0.09 0.26 0.52 0.11 1.00 
project type 
poor planning and coordination 
poor planning and coordinati on(MS) 
Notat all Slightly Somewha t Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 2.00 3.00 7.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.13 0.20 OA7 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 2.00 16.00 24.00 3.00 45.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.04 0.36 0.53 0.07 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 2.00 3.00 11 .00 11.00 3.00 30.00 
ci vil % within 0.07 0.10 0.37 0.37 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.00 DAO DAO 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 7.00 32.00 44.00 9.00 95 .00 
% wi thi n 0.03 0.07 0.34 OA6 0.09 1.00 
project type 
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poor communication 
poor com m unication(MS) 
Not at ail Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.13 0.33 0.33 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 000 5.00 16.00 19.00 5.00 45 .00 
construction % within 000 0.11 0.36 0.42 0.11 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavyor Count 1.00 4.00 11 .00 1300 1.00 30 .00 
civil %within 0.03 0.13 0.37 0.43 0.03 1.00 
cons tru ction project type 
other Cou nt 000 000 0.00 4.00 1.00 5.00 
%within 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 2.00 11 .00 3200 41 .00 9.00 95 .00 
%within 0.02 0.12 0.34 0.43 0.09 1.00 
project type 
manager lack experience 
manager lack experience(MS) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 4.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.13 0.20 0.33 0.27 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 2.00 12.00 21 .00 9.00 44.00 
construction % within 0.00 0.05 0.27 0.48 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 2.00 0.00 9.00 16.00 3.00 30.00 
civil % within 0.07 0.00 0 .30 0.53 0.10 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Count 0.00 0.00 2.00 3.00 000 5.00 
% within 0.00 000 0.40 0.60 000 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 3.00 4.00 26 .00 45.00 16.00 94.00 
%within 0.03 0.04 0.28 0.48 0.17 1.00 
project type 
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ina ppropr iate/inexperie nce contractor 
inappropriate/inexperience contractor(MS) 
Not at ail Sligh tl y Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influentia l influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 2.00 7.00 3.00 2.00 15.00 
construction % within 0.07 0.13 0.47 0.20 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 3.00 1000 26.00 6.00 45.00 
cons truction % within 0.00 0.07 0.22 0.58 0.13 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 000 3.00 10.00 11 .00 6.00 30.00 
civil % within 000 0.10 0.33 0.37 0.20 1.00 
cons truction project type 
oth er Count 0.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 
%within 000 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 1.00 8.00 28 .00 43.00 15.00 95.00 
%wi thin 0.01 0.08 0.29 OA5 0.16 1.00 
project type 
budgeting specialist lack capacity 
budgeting specialis t lack capacity(MS) 
Notatall Sligh tly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influentia l influential influential influential Total 
project type Indus trial Coun t 1.00 1.00 3.00 7.00 3.00 15.00 
cons truction % wi th in 0.07 0.07 0.20 OA7 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 0.00 4.00 13.00 19.00 9.00 45 .00 
construction % within 000 0.09 0.29 OA2 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 3.00 7.00 12.00 7.00 30 .00 
civil % within 0.03 0.10 0.23 OAO 0.23 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Cou nt 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.00 OAO OAO 0.20 1.00 
project type 
Total Count 2.00 8.00 25 .00 40.00 20.00 95.00 
% within 0.02 0.08 0.26 OA2 0.21 1.00 
project type 
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natural factors 
natural factors(Nature fa ctor) 
Notatall Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely 
influential influential influential in fluen tial influential Total 
project type Industrial Count 1.00 2.00 4 .00 3.00 5.00 15.00 
cons tru ction % wi thin 0.07 0.13 0.27 0.20 0.33 1.00 
projects project type 
Bu ild ing Count 0.00 5.00 14.00 15.00 11 .00 45 .00 
constru ction % within 0.00 0.11 0.31 0.33 0.24 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Count 1.00 3.00 7.00 9.00 1000 30.00 
civil % within 0.03 0.10 0.23 0.30 0.33 1.00 
constru ction project type 
other Count 000 1.00 1.00 3.00 0.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Total Coun t 2.00 11 .00 26 .00 30.00 26.00 95 .00 
% within 0.02 0.12 0.27 0.32 0.27 1.00 
project type 
regional differences 
regional differences(Natu re fa ctor) 
Notatall Sligh tly Somewha t Very Extremely 
in flu entia l influential in fluential influential influen tial Total 
project type Indus trial Count 1.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 15.00 
constructi on % within 0.07 0.20 0.33 0.20 0.20 1.00 
projects project type 
Building Count 4.00 9.00 14.00 12.00 5.00 44.00 
construction % within 0.09 0.20 0.32 0.27 0.11 1.00 
projects project type 
Heavy or Cou nt 0.00 5.00 12 .00 8.00 4.00 29 .00 
civil % within 0.00 0.17 0.41 0.28 0.14 1.00 
cons truction project type 
other Cou nt 0.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 5.00 
% within 0.00 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.00 1.00 
project type 
Tota l Count 5.00 19.00 3200 25 .00 12.00 93.00 
% wi thin 0.05 0.20 0.34 0.27 0.13 1.00 
project type 
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THE SURV EY (ENGLlSH) 
1
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Dunng the management of a proJect, cost overruns became Important factors Influencing the whole project management. 
According to my literature review, most of the proJects have this pllenomenon My current research focuses on the 
factors of the cost overrun,analyzing them and ranklng them. 
We see vou as a professional 'Nlth vast experience ln construction projects and we request Vou to klndly fll l up this 
sUlvey. Ali questions are framed in multiple choice format, so, kindly place a mark III the relevant column. We assure 
that this study IS solely IIltended for academic purposes and confidentiallty of your response is guaranteed. 
Thanks a lot for your time l 
1. What's the type of your construction project? 
o Building construction projects 
o Heavy or Civil construction projects 
o Industrial construction proJects 
o Oth er (please specify) 
! 
2. What is your project location? 
o Eastern ChIna o Southern China 
o Western China o Nerthern China 
3. what's the relationship with the project and the corporations or organizations? 
o Internai projects 
o Externat projects 
o Outsourclilg proJects 
o Partnership proJects 
Questionnaire survey in construction cast overruns 
orga nization tyl.e s 
o Y OU! enterpri~.e or organisation o Project o OdH~r fnterprÜ;.es or orgarus:uions 
Internai projects External projects 
Outsourcing proje-cts Pannership projects 
081 []DI 
4. what the scale of tlte project(about tlte cost)? 
o Under 10.000 ,000 RM8 
() '10 ,000,000 RMB, 50 ,000 ,000 RM8 
o 50,000,000 RM8 ' '100,000,000 R 1018 
o 100.000,000 RM9· 500.000 ,000 Rt ... 18 
r-, tJ M ore than 500 ,000 ,000 RM8 
5. How long aboutthe project? 
(~) Llnder 'l ye JI 
0'1 ye ar-:2 • .. ears: 
o 2 y e31:i . 3 ye.H'S 
(J 3 yea rs 4 ~I ears 
(~4 years ?years 
(J t ... 1ore than 5 year s 
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Questionnaire survey in construction cost overruns 
1. What is your educational background? 
o College 
o Bachelor 
o Master 
o Daclor 
o Other 
2. What are your main educat ionnal stream? 
o PrOJeCI management 
o Accounling 
o Finance 
o Audlting 
o Architecture 
o Civi l Engineenng 
o ether (p lease specify) 
3. How long is your experience in construction industry? 
0 1.5 years 
0 5-10 years 
o 10-20 years 
o More Ihan 30 years 
4. What is your responsability level in your project? 
o Top Management Of Corporation 
o Proj ect Manager 
o The staff of the proJect 
5. Do you have any experience of cost overrun in your project? 
o Never 
o Rarely 
o Sametlmes 
O Often 
o Always 
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ln thls part causes of cast overruns. grouped in different dimensions are proposed to your evaluation. The assessment 
scale IS designed From 'Extremely infiuential' ta 'Not at alllnFluential' . 
1. Design omissions and change 
Extrernely Somewhat Sllghlly Not at ail 
influentral 
Very Influential 
Influentral mfluenhal mfluentia! 
Working negligence led to the design omissions 0 0 0 0 0 
Design over the 5caJe and standards, not foHow the 0 0 0 0 0 
standard 
Do not attach importance to optimize the design of 0 0 0 0 0 
construction proJecls 
More design changes ln the construction implemenlallon 0 0 0 0 0 
phase 
2. Decision ma king 
Extremely Somewhat Slightiy Not al ail 
influential 
Very influential 
influential Influentral Influent.a! 
Poor investment decision analysis 0 0 0 0 0 
Poor feasibi lity study analysis 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Financial canstrains 
EXlremely Somewhat Slighlly Not at ail 
influential 
Very influential 
inftuential influential Influent ial 
Flnancial difficultles of owner 0 0 0 0 0 
Flnancial difficuUles of contractor 0 0 0 0 0 
4. Cast escalation 
Extremely Somewhat Sllghlly Not at ail 
influentlal 
Very lnfluential 
influenhal influentlal Influential 
Unreasonable estimation 0 0 0 0 0 
An increase in capacity after the feasibilil y study or 0 0 0 0 0 
during construction 
Adjusted supervision fees due to design changes 0 0 0 0 0 
Inaccurate matenal quantity procurement estlmate 0 0 0 0 0 
priee fluctuation of construction materials 0 0 0 0 0 
Fluctuations ln the cast of labor 0 0 0 0 0 
Difficullies in obta lmng construction materials ln the 0 0 0 0 0 
local market 
InacClirate estimatlng the degree of project compl exity 0 0 0 0 0 
Cost underestlmatlon 0 0 0 0 0 
r'v1istakes dunng construction led to defechve work 0 0 0 0 0 
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Questionnaire survey in construction cost overruns 
5. Time delay 
Extremely $omewhat Sl ightly Not al ail 
infl uen tial 
Very influential 
in flu ential infl uen tial influential 
Time schedule delays 0 0 0 0 0 
Long delays due to changes 0 0 0 0 0 
Delays dunng construction 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Size of project 
Extremely Somewhat Sl ightly Nol a l ail 
influential 
Very infl uential 
InfJ uentiaJ InfiuenllaJ influenl laJ 
Changes in the scope( new addition . exten sion .ca p acity 0 0 0 0 0 
increase) 
The size of the project 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Inflation 
Extrem ely Somewhat Slightly Not al ail 
mfluential 
Very influenlial 
influen tial influential influenl ial 
Macro Economie Factors 0 0 0 0 0 
Currency realignment 0 0 0 0 0 
Priee increase 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Policy 
Exlremely Somewhat Slighlly Not al ail 
influent ial 
Very influential 
Influentlal influentlal influent. al 
Govern ment reg ulation 0 0 0 0 0 
Transport poliey 0 0 0 0 0 
Political interesf-s 0 0 0 0 0 
Regional dlfferences (policy) 0 0 0 0 0 
Business and Regulatory Environment 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Technology 
Extremely Somewhat Sl ightly Not al ail 
influen tial 
Very influential 
Influen tial in fluenl ial influent ial 
Poarly eslablished cast control systems 0 0 0 0 0 
No practical use of the earned value management 0 0 0 0 0 
system 
Failure ta utillze lools to manage the project 0 0 0 0 0 
systematically 
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10. Management skills 
Extremely Somewhat Slighlly Nol at ail 
influential 
Very influentiai 
influential in fl uenlial influential 
Poor contract management 0 0 0 0 0 
paor si te management 0 0 0 0 0 
Poor plann ing and coordination 0 0 0 0 0 
Poor communÎcation among contractor.consultant, and 0 0 0 0 0 
the client 
Projec! mananger lack of Experience 0 0 0 0 0 
Ina ppropriate/lnexperien ced contractar 0 0 0 0 0 
Budgeting Specialist lack of capacity 0 0 0 0 0 
11. Nature factors 
Extremely Somewhat Slighlly Not at ail 
influential 
Very influential 
influential influential in fluential 
Natural factors :envîronment. for bad weather and 0 0 0 0 0 
geological conditions,unexpected natural Events. etc 
Regional differences (nature) 0 0 0 0 0 
Thanks a lot for your time and if you want to obtain a resume of the research, please indicate your email 
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